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1. Executive Summary 
 
Introduction 
The Stadium Village University Avenue Station Area Plan is a policy 
document produced by the City of Minneapolis, in partnership with the 
University and County, to guide land use and development around the 
Stadium Village station and surrounding areas along the light rail line for the 
next 20 years. It builds upon the policy direction of The Minneapolis Plan 
for Sustainable Growth, the City’s comprehensive plan. It is meant to 
articulate a vision for the neighborhood based on existing City policy and 
input from residents, businesses, students, and employees throughout the 
planning process. The City, public institutions, and community organizations 
will use the plan to guide their own decision-making processes with 
incremental changes to realize the full vision. 

The plan examines the current conditions of the area, develops a future 
vision of what area stakeholders want the area to become and then 
formulates specific goals, objectives, and policies that will help implement 
that vision. The plan itself builds on past planning efforts and public 
involvement processes, particularly with regards to themes that have 
emerged repeatedly. 

Plan Overview 
The plan is broken up in several main sections: 

The History and Background, Existing Conditions, and Community 
Engagement Process chapters provide a summary of information that sets 
the stage for the plan’s analysis and recommendations. 

The Land Use, Urban Design and Public Realm, Housing, Economic 
Development, and Parking chapters provide analysis of the issues facing the 
neighborhood, describe options, and outline recommendations. 

The Implementation chapter describes the steps needed for implementing the 
recommendations in the previous chapters. This outlines potential options 
for the implementation process; a more in-depth implementation strategy 
will need to be formulated once the plan is adopted. 

Land Use and Design Plan 
The land use and development patterns in the Stadium Village have changed 
in many ways over the years. The historic core of the University campus has 
expanded greatly. The industrial areas have contracted, as other uses 
redeveloped formerly industrial sites. Residential areas still contain historic 
lower density cores, but now include numerous high density multi-family 
areas, especially around the edges and near the University. Commercial 
areas, while continuing to do fairly well, have changed in mix and 
composition of retail and services in response to changing customer base. 

TCF Bank Stadium 
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The Stadium Village University Avenue Station Area Plan offers an 
opportunity to positively influence the type and character of land uses and 
development patterns in a way that strengthens the community, enhances 
livability, complements high quality transit service, supports business 
districts, and encourages compatibility with existing development. 

There are two major components of the Future Land Use Plan: 

 Land use by parcel 

 Designated land use features 

The Stadium Village University Avenue Station Area Plan calls out future 
land uses generally for residential, mixed use, public/institutional, parks and 
open space, and mixed use. 

 Residential – Parcels with housing are proposed to fall primarily 
into low, medium, or high density. The future land use map 
identifies where each is appropriate. 

 Mixed Use – The plan proposes that the location of retail, 
restaurants, and other commercial uses be located along the major 
corridors. 

 Public/Institutional – The plan reflects the extent of the University 
of Minnesota, included planned expansion areas as shown in the 
Campus Master Plan. 

 Industrial/Office – The Southeast Minneapolis Industrial Area 
(SEMI) falls partially within the study area, and is guided for 
industrial and office redevelopment. 

 Parks and Open Space - The parks and open spaces depicted in the 
Future Land Use map indicate existing land being used for parks. 

Land use features are designations in the City’s comprehensive plan that 
provide policy guidance for specific areas within the City. This plan affirms 
the presence and extent of existing land use features. 

Additional future land use recommendations are discussed by subarea in the 
land use chapter. 

Urban Design and Public Realm 
As part of this planning process, a Public Realm and Connectivity 
Framework Plan was completed for the study area. A full version of this 
plan is found in Appendix F. This chapter summarizes the key findings from 
the study, and lists recommendations. 

The purpose of this study is to illustrate the intent of the design principles, 
project goal and objectives and to offer recommendations to guide the 

Student housing project under 
construction 
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evolution of the public realm and connectivity within the Stadium Village 
Station area.   

This study identified a number of design principles and goals and objectives 
that serve as a foundation on which the recommendations are based. These 
principles are essential to create a safe, comfortable, pleasant and pedestrian-
friendly multimodal public realm environment that helps the creation of 
vibrant and interconnected civic spaces and adds to the economic vitality of 
the Stadium Village area. 

 Define a framework and hierarchy of vibrant public spaces and 
linkages 

 Integrate a network and hierarchy of street treatments 

 Encourage compact mixed-use developments 

 Foster environmental and economic sustainability  

Consistent with these principles, the study explored a number of elements 
which contribute to the public realm and connectivity of the area. The 
findings are summarized briefly below. 

Land Use and Built Form 
The study looked at how land uses contribute to the public realm. 
Specifically, it focused on how promoting a compact mixed-use 
development pattern along the corridors within the study area and increasing 
density and housing opportunities encourages an active public realm. 

Public Realm and Streetscape Improvements 
A goal of this plan is to provide an integrated system of streets, bikeways, 
transit lines, and pedestrian paths throughout the Stadium Village Station 
area. The intent of this section is to present ideas and to define a range of 
costs for the streetscape for budgeting purposes and inclusion in capital 
improvement plans. 

Pedestrian, Bicycle, and Multi-Modal Connectivity 
This plan promotes a safe and inviting pedestrian and bicycle experience to 
and from the station areas by creating a hierarchy of pedestrian scaled 
streetscape treatments and by strengthening the connections between nearby 
points of interests, neighborhoods, University of Minnesota Campus, trails 
and open spaces. Street and streetscape improvements will play a large role 
in improving the public realm and the environment for pedestrians. 

Public Open Space, Parks, and Plazas 
A public realm strategy should be put into place to enhance and green the 
streets within the district over time, improving the area along the light rail 
route and encouraging redevelopment. The primary objectives for the open 
space system are to create stronger connections between existing amenities, 

Campus gateway element 
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creating a public space network, and to provide a better meeting place for all 
sorts of activities. 

Green Infrastructure 
Green Infrastructure is the creation of the interconnected network of 
sustainable practices to enhance the built environment and contribute to the 
overall health of natural ecosystems. This study was able to rely on a 
separate but related analysis undertaken by the Mississippi Watershed 
Management Organization (MWMO) of the Bridal Veil Creek Sub-
Watershed, which covers much of the Stadium Village study area  

Implementation 
This study both provides guidance for private development, and lays out a 
strategy for public investment. This includes an identification of projects, 
including descriptions and cost estimates. 

Housing 
The purpose of this chapter is to outline findings from research and planning 
on housing issues in the study area and to provide recommendations. 

Housing market study research provides a context for housing conditions 
and issues. Student housing remains a dominant presence in the market at 
this time. However, other markets – including senior and workforce housing 
– are also emerging. Plan recommendations are consistent with the goal of 
providing a variety of housing types to meet varied needs of residents. 

A separate study for the Central Corridor focused on affordable housing 
needs. There has been relatively little new affordable housing constructed in 
the study area in recent years. However, there is interest now in potentially 
funding more, to provide a range of transit-oriented housing options in 
support of Central Corridor buildout. 

Economic Development 
The study identified a number of characteristics of this area that influence 
economic development. These include: 

 Valuable central location 

 Dense pedestrian-oriented character 

 Accessibility issues 

 Land availability issues 

 Student driven 

The retail market was analyzed for the Stadium Village area. The study 
found a substantial amount of pent-up demand, but with some complications 
due to site availability and constraints. The office and industrial markets 

Older home in Motley neighborhood area 
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showed more limited prospects, except for the significant opportunity 
offered to firms that would benefit from close proximity to the University 
campus. This niche market is expected to develop over time. 

Potential redevelopment sites were identified for the study area. Focus areas 
should not be considered priority redevelopment sites or threatened 
properties. The goal of this analysis was to identify sites where there 
appeared to be conditions that might make developers view the 
redevelopment potential as positive and therefore result in redevelopment 
pressure. For a detailed account of the findings for each of the seven focus 
areas, see Appendix E.  

Parking and Transportation 
 
In terms of transportation, the Stadium Village plan study area is a complex 
and interesting place. To develop a clearer picture of the transportation 
network and needs, this plan relies on two technical studies: 

 A parking study, which looks at existing public parking supply, 
projected future needs, and possible solutions 

 A connectivity study, which focuses on the bicycle and pedestrian 
network and what improvements are needed (results and 
recommendations in Chapter 7) 

Parking issues rise quickly to the top of the list in many discussions about 
public concerns related to the Stadium Village station area. To address these 
concerns, a parking study was conducted as part of the station area planning 
process. 

The parking inventory looked at all available public parking facilities along 
the corridor. The inventory counted parking spaces available to the general 
public, located both off street and on street. Average utilization was 
calculated for a typical weekday versus an event day. The inventory showed 
generally a surplus of parking was present at most times, with some 
exceptions. However, the available parking was not always convenient to 
users or priced attractively. 

Overall, however, the combination of surplus parking, recent trending 
downward of parking usage (based on reports from residential developments 
that lease parking), and the projected impact, it was determined much of the 
strategy around parking should center around making better use of existing 
parking facilities as opposed to constructing new ones. 

To address the parking needs of this area, the study created a parking 
toolbox, presenting a range of parking management options that could be 
implemented. The study also provided more detailed guidance on parking 
meter placement, advising they should be placed in areas with fairly high 
parking demand. 

Walking and bicycling near campus 
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Implementation  
The Implementation chapter outlines an implementation methodology for 
the Stadium Village University Avenue Station Area Plan and offers tools to 
assist the public and private sectors in the realization of the community 
vision for the neighborhood. After adoption by the City Council, the Plan 
will become a part of the City’s comprehensive plan. While many 
implementation strategies will be the responsibility of the City, most of the 
directives will take a cooperative effort over time to achieve from 
community organizations, the neighborhood institutions, and private 
developers and property owners. 

Tables in the chapter outline ideas for how the recommendations in this Plan 
can begin to be realized. The table defines responsible parties, timeframe for 
implementation, and relevant notes to better understand how implementation 
can happen. 

Top priorities for implementation by topic are outlined below: 

Land Use 
 Management of the University of Minnesota campus edge, 

including joint planning where appropriate for areas with shared 
interest and/or ownership. 

 Direction of high density transit oriented mixed use development to 
designated areas in centers and corridors and at transit stations, with 
special attention to key intersections and gateways. 

Urban Design and Public Realm 
 Reconstruction of 4th Street SE with new streetscape and layout, to 

set the stage for new growth. 

 New and improved bicycle and pedestrian connections where 
needed, especially around the Stadium Village station area. 

 Enhanced streetscape on main bicycle and pedestrian corridors. 

Housing 
 Accommodation of a range of housing options and types to reflect 

the diversity of housing needs in the area. 

 Support for additional affordable workforce housing options for 
people to live near where they work 

Economic Development 
 Support for a mix of retail and services, both supporting existing 

businesses and adding new ones. 

 Development of the SEMI area into a research park that fully 
complements the University’s biomedical discovery district. 

4th Street SE is in need of reconstruction 
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Parking and Transportation 
 Better utilization of existing parking resources, including on street 

meters, space in University ramps, and potential to share private 
parking lots. 

 Accommodation of future parking demand in the context of multi-
modal transportation options. 
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2. Introduction 
 
Background 
The Stadium Village station area is a unique place along the Central 
Corridor line. Much of the land is owned and controlled by the University of 
Minnesota. Many of the primary roads are controlled by the County and feed 
into the regional network. And the land itself is guided by the City for high 
density, mixed use redevelopment. 

The Stadium Village plan even differs with the timing of other station areas. 
This plan was completed somewhat later to allow for the completion of 
University planning and projects which shape its core – including the recent 
completion of the TCF Bank Stadium and the resulting road 
reconfigurations. 

As this plan shows, the dynamics of this area point towards its central 
location as a prime place for transit oriented development. This is already a 
dense, dynamic urban place with ample bicycle and pedestrian activity and 
transit service. It has seen waves of development over time, and is currently 
experiencing rapid transition and growth. Development sites are valuable 
and in high demand. 

Due to its unique configuration, the planning effort is being led by a three-
way partnership of the City of Minneapolis, the University of Minnesota, 
and Hennepin County. Moreover, it is being closely coordinated with a 
simultaneous neighborhood-led development framework process for the 
Prospect Park station area. In fact, the study area for the Stadium Village 
plan has been stretched to cover the Prospect Park station area as well, in 
order to accommodate recommendations from the neighborhood process.  

This is not the first planning effort for the area. Chapter 3 lists a number of 
past plans which cover parts of the study area. However, when looking at the 
areas they cover, it is apparent there is a “hole” around the central 
intersection of Washington and Huron (see Map 2.1). A primary purpose of 
this planning effort is to fill that hole, while knitting together and integrating 
the policy guidance for the various studies that cover portions of this area.

New TCF Bank Stadium 

Stadium Village commercial storefront 
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Purpose of Plan 

The Stadium Village University Avenue Station Area Plan is a policy 
document produced by the City of Minneapolis, in partnership with the 
University and County, to guide land use and development around the 
Stadium Village station and surrounding areas along the light rail line for the 
next 20 years. It builds upon the policy direction of The Minneapolis Plan 
for Sustainable Growth, the City’s comprehensive plan. It is meant to 
articulate a vision for the neighborhood based on existing City policy and 
input from residents, businesses, students, and employees throughout the 
planning process. The City, public institutions, and community organizations 
will use the plan to guide their own decision-making processes with 
incremental changes to realize the full vision. 

The plan examines the current conditions of the area, develops a future 
vision of what area stakeholders want the area to become and then 
formulates specific goals, objectives, and policies that will help implement 
that vision. The plan itself builds on past planning efforts and public 
involvement processes, particularly with regards to themes that have 
emerged repeatedly. 

Following successful completion and public review of the Stadium Village 
University Avenue Station Area Plan, it was presented to the Minneapolis 
Planning Commission and City Council for approval as official policy 
direction within the study area. The Plan is to be used by city planners, 
Planning Commissioners, policymakers, developers, community 
organizations, institutions and other stakeholders to guide future land uses 
and development in the study area. Additionally, it will be used to help guide 
future public investments – including transportation and other infrastructure 
improvements – which would impact the neighborhood. 

In some cases, the plan may supersede existing policy in previously adopted 
plans, for portions of the station area. Efforts have been made to keep 
general themes consistent in respect to previous plans, so these are fairly 
limited. For the most part, this plan provides more detail and direction 
related to topics that had already been identified. 

This plan is largely designed to be compatible with the existing land use 
regulations. However, if there are differences identified, there will need to 
be additional steps after the plan’s adoption to resolve these. A primary 
example would be a rezoning study, to update the zoning maps and code to 
meet the new policy framework. 

One key difference in regulations versus policy is level of precision 
regarding development standards. This plan features a number of renderings 
and illustrations of development and infrastructure concepts. These are 
meant to be evocative and illustrate a point or policy. They are not meant to 
be taken literally as a site plan for any given site, or a design for any 

University campus edge near Stadium 
Village 
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infrastructure project. That level of detail comes later, during 
implementation. 

Community Priorities 
Early in the planning process, a survey was conducted to ask stakeholders 
what they thought were the most important priorities for the area (see 
Chapter 5 for more details and Appendix C for survey results). A total of 
449 responses were received. These responses helped to frame the focus of 
this planning process.  

Most Important 
The survey asked what characteristics were most important to the 
respondent. The top responses are listed below: 

 Access to the University of Minnesota (75%) 

 Ability to walk/bike around area (66%)  

 Mass transit options (58%) 

 Availability of retail/services (49%)  

 Sense of community/good place to live (43%) 

Not surprisingly, access to the University ranks high in terms of the value of 
the area to respondents. Access to multi-modal transportation was also 
considered a very important factor. A significant number also thought it was 
a good place to live. Lower down the list, people recognized the value of the 
area’s central location, educational and cultural opportunities, and other 
factors that contribute this place. 

Biggest Challenges 
The survey also requested input into the biggest challenges the area faced. 
This was used to help inform the scope of the study and what was needed to 
improve the area. 

 Not enough parking (60%)  

 Traffic congestion (58%) 

 Traffic safety (43%) 

 Not enough retail/services (36%) 

 Public safety/crime (35%) 

Traffic and transportation issues dominated people’s concerns about the 
area, again not surprising considering its busy location and the multi-modal 
nature of the place. Retail and services interestingly showed up on both lists 
– from other survey questions it becomes clear that (although existing retail 

Stadium Village station platform design 
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is valued) there are some key segments missing – such as stores with 
groceries and general merchandise. 

When asked what they would like to see more of in the area, the most 
common response was bicycle and pedestrian connections (63%), followed 
by retail/services (54%). 

Impact on Plan 
The planning process acknowledged these concerns through three in-depth 
studies, which provided analysis and recommendations around specific areas 
of concern to stakeholders: 

 Parking and Transportation Study – This provided a detailed 
analysis of parking supply and usage, and made specific 
recommendations related to improving parking supply and usage, as 
well as related transportation system improvements. 

 Market and Development Study – This study took a close look at 
market issues in the area, including retail, services, office, and 
industry (residential was covered in a separate study). The results 
showed the gaps in the area. A related development study identified 
which sites were most likely to redevelop. 

 Public Realm and Connectivity Study – This study addressed the 
issues of bicycle and pedestrian connectivity, with specific 
recommendations regarding how to improve the overall system. 
Through related analysis and recommendations for public realm, 
this plan also addressed issues like livability and public safety. 

The plan has a broader scope than these three main subject areas. But this 
additional analysis informed and sharpened the recommendations for the 
topics of most concern to area stakeholders. 

Plan Overview 
The plan is broken up in several main sections: 

The History and Background, Existing Conditions, and Community 
Engagement Process chapters provide a summary of information that sets 
the stage for the plan’s analysis and recommendations. 

The Land Use, Urban Design and Public Realm, Housing, Economic 
Development, and Parking and Transportation chapters provide analysis of 
the issues facing the neighborhood, describe options, and outline 
recommendations. 

The Implementation chapter describes the steps needed for implementing the 
recommendations in the previous chapters.  This outlines potential options 
for the implementation process; a more in-depth implementation strategy 
will need to be formulated once the plan is adopted. 

Stadium Village business access is being 
impacted by light rail 
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The Appendix contains the full text of the three technical studies, as well as 
more documentation and information from the public involvement process. 
It also includes a brief glossary of planning terms used in this document that 
may be unfamiliar to some readers. 

It should be noted that the technical studies in the appendix contain a 
number of recommendations. All the major recommendations from them 
have been incorporated into the main plan document, which as subsequently 
been edited. As such, though the appendices provide useful context and 
detail, the main policy direction will be found in the main document, not the 
technical reports. 
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spaces; (5) concentrate highest densities and mixed use 
development at stations and along connecting corridors; (6) 
encourage investment and place making around transit stations 
through infrastructure changes and the planning and installation of 
streetscape, public art, and other public amenities. 

While the platform itself is located outside of city limits in St Paul, 
the Westgate light rail station area actually extends into 
Minneapolis. This means the area near the boundary also is 
effectively a transit station area. Planning guidance for this is 
somewhat simplified by the fact that the half mile radius from the 
Prospect Park station overlaps almost entirely with the Westgate 
station radius in Minneapolis. 

  Map from St Paul’s Westgate Station Area Plan 
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Furthermore, the land use guidance reflects the presence of a station 
area. The core of the Westgate station area in Minneapolis is a 
designated neighborhood commercial node (University Avenue SE 
and Bedford Street SE). This complements the St Paul side of the 
station area, which envisions mixed use along University. On the 
south side, Minneapolis has adjacent moderate density residential 
zoning, similar to St Paul. On the north side, St Paul’s industrial 
guidance is compatible with the industrial guidance for the Hubbard 
site in Minneapolis. 

One additional key aspect the Westgate station area plays an 
important gateway role to the city, a fact also acknowledged by St 
Paul planning. At this point it is still to be determined how to best 
address that in design, as there is little dedicated public space 
available for doing so. However, it will continue to be an important 
consideration and require ongoing coordination with St Paul. 

 University Avenue SE & Bedford Street SE is a designated 
Neighborhood Commercial Node. Neighborhood commercial nodes 
generally provide retail or service uses on at least three corners of 
an intersection. They serve the surrounding neighborhood, with a 
limited number of businesses serving a larger area. A mix of uses 
occurs within and among structures. 

Policy guidance in the comprehensive plan for Neighborhood 
Commercial Nodes includes: (1) discourage the commercial 
territorial expansion, except to adjacent corners of the node’s main 
intersection; (2) support the continued presence of small-scale, 
neighborhood-serving retail and commercial services, (3) 
discourage new or expanded uses that diminish the transit and 
pedestrian character; (4) encourage a height of at least two stories 
for new buildings, in keeping with neighborhood character; (5) 
encourage the development of medium- to high-density housing 
where appropriate, preferably in mixed use buildings; (6) encourage 
the development of medium-density housing immediately adjacent 
to nodes to serve as a transition to surrounding low-density 
residential areas; (6) encourage the redevelopment of vacant 
commercial buildings and direct City services to these areas. 

As these policies from the comprehensive plan show, the Stadium Village 
station area is located at the convergence of numerous land use features 
guided for growth.  Generally speaking, the area has clear direction for high 
density, transit oriented mixed use – with attention to public realm and 
surrounding community character.  Policies for such areas include a focus on 
excellent transit service, high quality bicycle and pedestrian connections, 
and traditional urban form. 

Business at University and Bedford 
commercial node 
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Other Planning Efforts - Past and Ongoing 
Although there have been no recent plans focused specifically on the 
Stadium Village station area, there have been a number of plans done for 
portions of the study area. Together with the comprehensive plan, these 
plans form the policy framework and general context for this current plan. 
Additionally, there are some planning efforts that were ongoing at the same 
time this plan was being developed. These are listed below, with brief 
descriptions. Study areas covered by these plans are shown on Map 2.1, 
which shows the “hole” at the center of this framework which this plan fills. 

Where most relevant, recommendations from these related plans are 
incorporated throughout this document, depending on subject matter. In 
particular, technical and other in-depth studies provide more scope to this 
study’s content. 

 Prospect Park East River Road Neighborhood Revitalization 
Plan Action Plans (Prospect Park East River Road Improvement 
Association - PPERRIA, 1995-2005) – Through the citywide 
Neighborhood Revitalization Plan (NRP) process, the neighborhood 
association completed both Phase I and Phase II action plans. Issues 
prioritized and funded included: housing preservation and 
expansion, pedestrian connectivity, noise pollution mitigation, 
support for the neighborhood school Pratt, safety/security and 
livability initiatives, and support for Southeast Minneapolis 
Industrial area redevelopment. 

 Southeast Minneapolis Industrial (SEMI)/Bridal Veil Area 
Refined Master Plan, Alternative Urban Areawide Review (City 
of Minneapolis, 2000) - As a designated Growth Center, the SEMI 
area is proposed for redevelopment in order to provide jobs and 
housing. The primary land use proposed for this area is light 
industrial with housing and commercial proposed along the 
University Avenue SE corridor. The plan also gives detailed 
direction for bridge and roadway infrastructure improvements, 
stormwater management infrastructure, and park components. 

 Industrial Land Use and Employment Policy Plan (City of 
Minneapolis, 2006) - Provides policy direction for industrial land 
uses and industrial sector employment in Minneapolis. Key 
recommendations include adopting Employment Districts for 
industrial uses, protecting industrial areas from redevelopment, and 
pursuing economic development strategies for fostering industrial 
job growth and city resident employment. 

 University Avenue SE & 29th Avenue SE Development 
Objectives and Design Guidelines (Prospect Park East River Road 
Improvement Association/Hennepin County, 2007) - Provides 
guidance for the University & 29th transit corridor. The intent is to 
provide guidance for transit-supportive redevelopment of this 

Missing Link Development Study 



Planneed bicycle routees in the study area 
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investment in the area. To date, the Alliance has developed draft 
development principles to be used in reviewing and responding to 
development proposals. Work to integrate this with neighborhood 
level review is ongoing. 

 Historic Resources in the Central Core Area (Mead & Hunt, July 
2011) – As part of a citywide initiative to survey historic resources, 
this study covered the Stadium Village area and vicinity (with the 
exception of the U of M main campus, which regulates its own 
historic resources independently). The purpose was to identify 
resources that might be eligible for local and/or national designation 
and to call out themes that merit additional research and study. 
Results have been incorporated into this plan’s historic resources 
section in this chapter. 

 Central Corridor Investment Framework (Central Corridor 
Funders’ Collaborative, ongoing). Commissioned by a group of 
funders interested in the development potential of the Central 
Corridor line, this study looks at the costs and logistics associated 
with making transit oriented development happen. It compiles and 
reviews projects and corresponding costs including both public 
infrastructure and private development, and includes an assessment 
of development feasibility. The study concluded that the section of 
the corridor passing through the Stadium Village study area had 
some of the highest development potential anywhere along the line, 
and would therefore be among the first to see things happen. 
However, it did caution that in the short term, market conditions 
would slow many developments that lacked subsidy. 

 Big Picture Project (LISC, 2012). Developed by the Local 
Initiatives Support Coalition (LISC) in partnership with the cities of 
Minneapolis and Street Paul, its purpose was to create a unified 
housing strategy for the whole Central Corridor. The goals included 
stabilizing existing housing stock, preserving long term 
affordability, and making sure new development projects improve 
the quality of life for residents in surrounding neighborhoods. 
Results and related recommendations are summarized in Chapter 8 
on housing. 

 Bridal Veil Creek Subwatershed Study (Mississippi Watershed 
Management Organization, 2011). The MWMO’s study details a 
relative subwatershed stormwater retrofit assessment recommending 
catchments for placement of Best Management Practice (BMP) 
retrofits in the Bridal Veil Creek Subwatershed. The area includes 
the Stadium Village station area as well as some nearby areas. The 
study recommended a series of stormwater management retrofits 
with rankings based on effectiveness relative to cost. This plan 
incorporates many of these into the urban design and public realm 
element in Chapter 7. 
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Historic Resources 
The Stadium Village area is enriched by many historic properties in the near 
vicinity. To the west is the historic campus area of the University of 
Minnesota. To the east is the historic Prospect Park neighborhood, with 
many significant properties. Even the nearby industrial areas have historic 
grain elevators. The current significant properties in the study area include 
(see Map 3.1): 

 Fire Station #19, 2001 University Avenue SE (local landmark). 
Constructed in 1892, this fire station served the Southeast 
Minneapolis area until 1983. In addition to its classic architecture, it 
is significant as the birthplace of kittenball, a variant of softball. 
After its closure and the construction of a replacement fire station 
nearby, it was converted to office and retail space.  

 University of Minnesota Greek Letter Chapter House Historic 
District (local landmark historic district). The emergence of a 
thriving Greek letter system at the University of Minnesota reflected 
the tremendous growth and prosperity of the University during the 
first three decades of the twentieth century. Recognized as well for 
their highly symbolic, architecturally distinctive 20th century 
designs, the houses defined the northern edge of the campus. The 
core of the district extends east along University Avenue from 15th 
Avenue SE to 19th Avenue SE in an area commonly known as 
"Fraternity Row." During the period of significance, from 1907 to 
1930, a total of thirty-three chapter houses were built that still retain 
a fair level of historic integrity. 

 
  

Renovated Fire Station #19 building 
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As noted above, the timing of this plan coincided with another City of 
Minneapolis initiative to re-survey potentially historic properties and report 
on the results in the same area. The study did not result in the designation of 
any additional properties, but did identify a number that have potential 
historic significance and merit further study. While the survey of properties 
is too numerous to list here, a few trends emerged in properties 
recommended for further study: 
 

 Commercial properties along University Avenue. University 
Avenue hosts a mix of commercial and industrial properties that 
have been built over a number of years. The study singled out a few 
of those with architecture typical of varying periods to recommend 
for further study. It is worth noting that there are some older 
commercial properties in the Stadium Village core, the study did not 
find a concentration significant enough to merit consideration for 
historic commercial district designation. 

 Industrial properties in SEMI. The historic concentration of grain 
elevators and other industrial buildings and campuses remains a 
notable feature of this area. Though most (with some key 
exceptions) are no longer in use, a number of them still remain, and 
have potential significance for reasons of commerce and industry, 
as well as architecture. These resources have been previously 
documented in a citywide Grain Elevator Study (Minneapolis 
Community Development Agency, 1997), Historic Resources in the 
SEMI Area (MCDA, 1997), and The Junction of Industry and 
Freight: The Development of the Southeast Minneapolis Industrial 
Area – A National Register Assessment (Minneapolis Community 
Development Agency, 2003). This research made the conclusion 
that a historic district here was unlikely due to loss of intensity of 
development. However, there are a number of properties that are 
potentially eligible for national or local designation.  

 Potential residential district and expansion. The core of the 
Prospect Park neighborhood has already been evaluated as a 
potential historic district. The most recent survey suggested an even 
wider area be included in this diverse district. More investigation is 
pending whether this area will be nationally designated, or another 
strategy will be used to preserve the area’s historic context. The 
core of Prospect Park does have some individual historic landmarks, 
but as that area is largely outside the Stadium Village study area 
they are not specifically referenced here. 

This plan will not focus specifically on individual historic resources. 
However, the prevalence of them, especially in industrial and residential – 
but also in commercial – areas means they will and should be a 
consideration when pursuing the redevelopment of the area. This is 
especially true in industrial areas, where single-purpose structures like grain 

Some of buildings in Greek letter chapter 
house historic district 

Some commercial buildings may have 
historic significance 

Some industrial buildings and structures 
may be historic 
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accommodation and food services (14%). Around 10% of the jobs were in 
manufacturing, reflecting the proximity to the SEMI industrial area.  

Employed Residents Profile 
University 

As mentioned above, the reported labor force participation for this 
neighborhood was quite low due to the prevalence of full time students. The 
reported labor force is substantially larger than the number of employed 
residents, suggesting the nature of short term and seasonal (e.g. school year) 
employment. 

With regards to transportation to work, over 63% indicated they walked or 
biked to work or worked at home – compared to 15% citywide. Though not 
clearly identifiable in the data, this suggests that many of this group work in 
or near the campus area where they live. 

Prospect Park 

Workers residing in Prospect Park are moderately more likely than citywide 
averages to work in either Minneapolis or Street Paul – no surprise, given 
the central location between the two.  

The percentage walking or biking to work, 30%, is higher than citywide 
numbers but lower than University ones. Around 54% of workers in this 
neighborhood drive to work. 

The overall picture is that this area is an employment destination with high 
quality jobs that draw people from around the metro. This is a similar profile 
to Downtown Minneapolis, although with its education/medical focus, the 
Stadium Village area is much more specialized. Furthermore, unlike 
Downtown, the Stadium Village area is populated largely by those that are 
still up and coming in their careers and have not reached their full income 
potential. 
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4. Existing Conditions 
 
This chapter provides a summary of the existing land use, zoning, 
community facilities, property characteristics, and transportation systems 
within the study area. 

Zoning and Land Use 

The mix of uses around the Stadium Village station area is as diverse as any 
in the City of Minneapolis. On all sides are a variety of land uses and zoning 
classifications, as outlined below. See Map 4.1 for existing land use and 
Map 4.2 for existing zoning. This mix offers interesting implication for 
planning. 

On the positive side, there is potential for creative mixed use redevelopment 
projects, and a dense urban fabric where home, shopping, work, recreation, 
and school are all within walking or bicycling distance. It also offers the 
potential for transit oriented mixed use development to take advantage of the 
coming light rail and existing high frequency bus service. On the other hand, 
mixing uses requires careful attention to buffers and transitions, so that 
incompatible uses do not negatively impact their surroundings. 

 Institutional.  The western side of the study area is dominated 
by the large institutional presence of the University of 
Minnesota. The campus is mostly zoned Institutional Office 
Residence (OR3), the City’s highest density institutional zoning 
classification. The area around the TCF Bank stadium is zoned 
Light Industrial (I1), which is appropriate zoning for a regional 
sports arena. 
 

 Commercial.  The center of the Stadium Village business 
district and properties along University Avenue to the Street 
Paul border are primarily commercial mixed with some 
residential uses. The zoning is a range of mixed use and office 
residential zoning districts (including C1, C2, C3A, OR1,and 
OR2, with some I1). The character varies, from the walkable 
campus-oriented commercial district along Washington to the 
more destination business focus along University. These 
commercial areas are largely contained within a large 
Pedestrian Oriented overlay district which stretches from 
Harvard to Emerald. 

 Industrial.  North of the station area is the Southeast 
Minneapolis Industrial (SEMI) Area, the site of the planned 
Minnesota Science Park redevelopment. Presently, this area is 
industrial, dominated by rail yards served by Burlington 
Northern, Union Pacific, and Minnesota Commercial 
operations. The core of this area is zoned Medium Industrial 
(I2), though the parcels closer to University are Light Industrial 

Map created by Stadium Village 
businesses 

Industrial building north of transitway 

Student housing near Huron Boulevard 
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(I1). While the policy guidance is for areas north of the 
transitway to stay industrial (or other job-generating uses), the 
currently industrial area between the transitway and 4th Street 
SE is largely guided for transition to mixed use commercial and 
residential. 

 High Density/Mixed Residential.  South of the station area is a 
residential neighborhood with a mix of densities and uses. This 
area is commonly known as Motley, although it is technically 
part of the Prospect Park neighborhood. This includes some 
congregate living facilities and higher density residential 
development mixed in with older low to moderate density 
residences. The overall zoning classification is high density 
multi-family (R5), reflecting past decisions to concentrate 
higher density housing near the University campus. A few 
blocks in this area are being actively acquired by the University 
for future campus expansion, with land sitting vacant or serving 
as temporary surface parking in the interim. The University’s 
campus master plan describes this as a “joint planning area,” 
representing a need for coordination between the University and 
the community regarding the area’s future. 

 Low-Medium Density Residential.  East of the station area is 
the residential core of the Prospect Park neighborhood. The 
blocks closer to campus, currently occupied by Glendale 
Townhomes (an affordable housing development) and several 
large-scale student housing developments, are zoned medium 
density multi-family (R4). This area has been transitioning from 
former industrial use and still has some isolated industrial 
properties and zoning, including properties served by a rail 
spur. The lower density residential core (primarily single 
family, duplex, and small multi-family development) is zoned 
R1A and R2B. 

As noted elsewhere in the plan, the contiguous campus of the University 
of Minnesota is largely exempt from zoning regulations and other 
aspects of development review, due to its special standing under state 
statute as a land grant university. However, the City will continue to 
encourage the University to participate in development review, in the 
interest of furthering joint goals of well-integrated, attractive, functional 
development in and around the campus area. 

Tower Hill Park on University Avenue SE 
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through the rail corridor between Interstate 35W and the Street Paul 
boundary. While results were in the form of findings, not recommendations, 
the study did demonstrate that current analysis does not support the 
construction of the road for the entire corridor. The study took into account 
traffic levels, costs, feasibility, livability, and other concerns. Completing 
the segment of road just through the SEMI area is more supportable, based 
on these criteria. Constructing all or part of road or greenway connections 
will require coordination between multiple jurisdictions and likely 
assembling funding from multiple sources. 

The study also highlighted existing traffic conditions in the area. In addition 
to economic development of the SEMI area, much of the motivation for 
pursuing a road connection is related to the closure of Washington Avenue 
for light rail and the resulting increased traffic on University Avenue SE and 
4th Street SE. The study demonstrates that the most substantial traffic 
problems occur at two bottlenecks – the interchange at Interstate 35W and 
10th Avenue SE, and the intersections around the Highway 280 interchange – 
located at either end of the corridor. Any plans traffic mitigation will need to 
take this into account. 
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There are three at grade crossings on a spur track near Huron Boulevard/I-94 
in the transitioning industrial area there, but they are very low volume 
serving only one user. 

Travel Patterns 

Given the context, it is not surprising that the residents this area do not rely 
exclusively on automobiles for travel. In fact, according to Census data, only 
40% of the employed residents drive alone to work – much less than the city 
or regional averages. Of the remainder, 32% walk to work and 12% take 
public transportation. 

Looking at the area closest to campus, it is even more pronounced: only 31% 
drive alone and 42% walk. These totals are very high and point towards the 
need to prioritize creating a walkable environment in and around campus. 

Despite this high non-auto mode split, most households still own at least one 
automobile – only 16% are car free. With student housing this might be 
somewhat skewed, as “households” of roommates are frequently comprised 
of more than the typical percentage of licensed drivers. On the other hand, 
the more student dominated areas nearest campus have higher percentages of 
auto-free households: 24% compared with 7% in the remainder of the area. 
Still, it indicates that despite the pedestrian focus, parking and general 
accommodation of automobiles must be taken into account. 

The University of Minnesota keeps parking statistics on travel to and from 
campus. Some recent facts they have compiled include: 

 80,000 people per day arrive on campus 

 Only 30% drive alone 

 Only 40% are traveling more than five miles to get to campus 

The University itself has been a major advocate of encouraging alternative 
forms of transportation, ranging from transit passes to car sharing. They are 
also the biggest owner and manager of parking in the area by far. Their 
information and analysis has been incorporated in this planning process to 
help provide a full and comprehensive picture of transportation dynamics. 

 

Property Ownership and Value 

One of the most distinctive characteristics of property ownership in the 
Stadium Village area is the predominance of publicly owned land. 
Approximately 54% of land within ½ mile of the station is owned by the U 
of M. The railroads and Minneapolis Public Housing Authority are also 
significant land owners. In total less than a quarter of the land (23%) is 
privately held. 

A large percentage of commuters in the 
area use alternative modes of 

transportation 
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Ownership of Parcels Within ½ Mile of Stadium Village Station 

Owner # Parcels Total Acres % of Acres 
University 83 293.9 54%
Private 271 125.6 23%
Railroad 18 98.0 18%
MPHA 7 9.8 2%
City 4 6.5 1%
MPRB 2 4.8 1%
Other Public 3 2.5 0%
 

By contrast, over half the land within ½ mile of the Prospect Park station is 
privately owned. (Note that there is overlap between the two radii, so a 
number of parcels are counted in both.) This suggests greater availability for 
private development. 

 

Ownership of Parcels Within ½ Mile of Prospect Park Station 

 # Parcels Total Acres % of Acres 
Private 595 217.8 53%
Railroad 17 86.0 21%
University 37 79.7 19%
MPHA 7 9.8 2%
City 5 9.4 2%
MPRB 4 4.7 1%
Other Public 3 2.8 1%
 

Both areas show a fairly low percentage of land dedicated to public parks, as 
indicated by around just one percent ownership by the Minneapolis Park and 
Recreation Board (MPRB). This does not account for public spaces in the 
right-of-way or other areas that may not be parcelized. 

Map 4.5 shows the distribution of ownership by type, as well as the 
prevalence of homesteaded properties. 
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The main concentration of homesteaded properties (i.e. owner occupied 
residences) is in the Prospect Park residential core. There are some clusters 
closer to campus in the Motley area, but the majority of residences in that 
area appear to have been converted to rental. Within a half mile of the 
Stadium Village station, there are just 64 homesteaded properties. By 
contrast, there are 312 within a half mile of the Prospect Park station. 

University ownership has implications for property values as well. While 
University property is not valued the same as others (it is exempt from 
property taxes), it impacts the property values of adjacent areas by limiting 
the number of additional sites available for private development. 

Map 4.6 shows the valuation of properties by acre. The highest value 
properties in the study area per acre are on the University campus and in 
some of the immediately adjacent parcels close to the Stadium Village core. 
This is likely due to both the high level of investment in these properties 
(University buildings are often high value structures) and the market value 
associated with immediate, convenient access to campus. The lowest value 
is associated with railroad lands in the industrial area, not surprising since 
these are often minimally improved with few structures of value besides rail 
and limited and/or obsolete industrial uses. 
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VEHICLES AVAILABLE (2000)
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Map 4.7 shows the ratio of land value to building value. This shows which 
properties have buildings that are relatively low in value compared to their 
land, and hence may be possible targets for redevelopment. 

This map tells a similar story to the property value per acre. In addition, it 
highlights that some residential properties may have homes that are 
relatively low value compared to their property. However, these are unlikely 
to change uses significant due to limitations placed by low to moderate 
residential zoning. Likewise, the industrial areas typically trail other types of 
areas in value, but are unlikely to transition away from job generating uses 
due to zoning restrictions. That said, this does give a very general sense of 
what parcels might be attractive to developers. 

Property Age and Condition 

Map 4.8 shows the age of buildings in the Stadium Village area. It is clear 
from the pattern the transformation that has taken place over time. The 
oldest areas are the original extent of the University campus, some core 
residential areas in Prospect Park, and some industrial areas in SEMI. These 
areas contain a number of buildings from the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries. 

However, much of the growth in the area has taken place in more recent 
years. Most notably was the expansion of the campus to the south and east, 
and redevelopment of industrial areas along Huron and 27th, as well as 
commercial and mixed use infill along University and 4th. 

The most recent development has been campus and mixed use residential 
expansion in these areas. The residential development has been mostly in the 
form of larger scale student housing development. 

The overall picture of development is a dynamic, changing one, largely 
shaped by the presence and expansion of the campus and its influence. Most households in the area own at least 

one car 
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The City periodically reviews the condition of all buildings citywide to 
assess their condition. They assign a rating of 1-7 to each building, with 1 
being excellent and 7 being poor. 

Map 4.9 shows the building condition for all parcels where it is available in 
the study area. The majority of the buildings tend to be around average 
condition, with some excellent and some poor. Concentrations of buildings 
with below average to poor condition ratings are found: 

 In the SEMI industrial area. This includes a number of vacant 
and/or underutilized sites slated for redevelopment. 

 Some blocks housing near campus, especially smaller sites along 
Ontario and Erie. There are also limited stretches elsewhere along 
some of the busier roads, including University, Huron, and Franklin. 

 Portions of the Glendale public housing community appear to be in 
below average condition, as well as some nearby properties. 

Since buildings are reviewed only every few years, this source is not always 
completely up to date. For instance, several below average properties along 
Washington Avenue have since been demolished to make way for new 
developments. However, in general it provides useful insights into areas 
with property maintenance issues. 
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5. Community Engagement Process 
 
This chapter gives an overview of the community engagement process used 
during the development of the Stadium Village University Avenue Station 
Area Plan. 
  
Steering Committee 
 
Early in the planning process, a steering committee was chosen for the 
Stadium Village University Avenue Station Area Plan. The steering 
committee plays an important role in any small area planning process such 
as this one. This role includes: 

 Advisory on process. The steering committee provided guidance to City, 
County, and University staff and consultants on how to structure the 
planning process. 

 Communication with appointing organizations. Steering committee 
members served as a communication link between the study process and 
the entities they represents. 

 Public engagement. Steering committee members were asked to work 
with community organizations in getting the word out about public 
events related to this study. 

 Advisory on plan content. Although the committee had input in the plan, 
broader public input is essential in informing the plan. The steering 
committee was asked to be a sounding board and offer preliminary 
feedback on plan options in preparation for broader public engagement. 

 Representative. Steering committee members represented the values of 
their appointing organization. They also had a responsibility to factor in 
the perspectives of other groups and individuals. They must consider: 
citywide policies and values, the satisfaction of multiple needs, and the 
feasibility of plan implementation. 

The membership of the Stadium Village University Avenue Station Area 
Plan steering committee was carefully chosen to be representative of the 
neighborhood’s demographics, organizational affiliations, and geographic 
distribution. Although not all of them were able to regularly attend steering 
committee meetings, all members were kept informed of the plan’s progress 
via frequent informational updates. See Appendix B for a summary of 
steering committee meetings. 

Among their roles, the steering committee members advised as to the best 
way to reach out to the neighborhood as a whole. This is described below. 

Public Outreach Strategy 
Public involvement is a key component of any community planning process. 
In addition to providing valuable insight into neighborhood needs and 

Writing comments at an open house 



DDisplay boards at a public meeeting 
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recommendations. These three phases, and the techniques used, are 
described below. Appendix B contains a summary and dates of public 
meetings held. 

Outreach Prior to Meetings 
 
Getting the word out about meetings is always an important part of 
community outreach. People cannot attend something they are not aware is 
happening. A number of approaches were used throughout the plan 
development process to let people know about upcoming events and 
opportunities. These included: 

 Neighborhood contact list.  Email addresses were collected from a 
variety of sources. The station area plan built on already existing lists of 
key stakeholders and interested participants compiled by the 
neighborhood and other stakeholders. All together, well over 1,000 
people were reached directly via email. 

 University communications network. The University itself utilizes a 
well-maintained and structured electronic communications system. 
Word of meetings and surveys was distributed through this system, 
reaching thousands of staff, faculty, and students. 

 Other communications networks. In addition to the University system, 
updates on progress were also distributed through the PPERRIA 
neighborhood and area business association lists. This reached hundreds 
of additional stakeholders. 

 University District Alliance. Many of the key stakeholder groups in this 
area are also represented on the University District Alliance, a 
University-community partnership that has worked to address shared 
issues for several years. Regular participation in and communication 
through the Alliance provided an effective way to update key 
stakeholders, including adjacent neighborhoods that were not as directly 
involved in the planning process but wanted to track with it. 

 Press releases and media advisory.  A media list was developed early in 
the process and used throughout. It included local and regional media 
sources (including newspaper, radio, and television) serving the area. 

 Flyers.  Flyers were distributed throughout the neighborhood prior to 
public meetings. 

 Website.  The Stadium Village University Avenue Station Area Plan 
website was regularly updated throughout the planning process. It 
contained information about upcoming events, meeting summaries and 
materials from previous presentations. 

One-on-one conversations were part of 
outreach 
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 Steering committee.  The steering committee performed the valuable 
service of reaching out to their own contact networks to let them know 
about upcoming community outreach opportunities. 

Phase #1: Community Priorities 
The first phase of outreach kicked off in Spring 2011. The main purpose of 
this phase was to determine the top concerns, issues, and priorities of 
stakeholders. Because of the unique nature of the area, outreach was 
conducted in two main parts: 

 Public meetings.  Two public meetings were held in April and May 
2011. One was scheduled during the weekday at a location on campus, 
to be convenient to University students and staff and Stadium Village 
area businesses. The other was scheduled in the evening at a location 
away from campus, to be convenient to residents in the surrounding 
neighborhood. Between the two meetings, there were approximately 70 
attendees. The meeting format included a brief presentation with Q&A 
followed by a open house format with displays and staff available to 
answer questions. 

 Electronic survey. Due to the unique character of the area and the 
challenges listed above, it was realized that many stakeholders would be 
unlikely to attend a traditional meeting. As a result, an electronic survey 
was created in Survey Monkey addressing the same topics that would be 
covered in the meetings. This was distributed widely via email 
networks. As an added incentive, a small prize was offered via random 
drawing for survey respondents. Around 450 completed surveys were 
received – see Appendix C for a summary of results. The survey was 
also available at the public meetings in paper format for those who 
preferred to respond this way. However, it was clear that most were 
comfortable with the electronic format. 

The main topics covered in this phase of outreach included: 

 General priorities for the area.  The survey and meeting requested 
information from stakeholders regarding what they likely about the area, 
what were the biggest challenges, and what they saw as priorities for the 
improvement of the area. 

 Demand for new development.  Coordinated with materials and 
graphics put together by the market consultant, Stantec, this portion of 
the outreach focused on what types of new development stakeholders 
would like to see. This included both types of housing as well as various 
categories of retail and service businesses. This helped to support the 
market study by providing a look at what area stakeholders would like 
to see. 

 Parking and transportation.  Coordinated with materials and graphics 
put together by the parking and transportation consultant, Biko 
Associates, this portion of the outreach focused on parking and 
transportation needs in the district. Specific questions were asked 
regarding issues and preferences for parking and transportation 
solutions, including non-motorized ones. 

Sharing thoughts on area priorities 
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Alliance. Over 90 participants attended these forums, and they received 
television and newspaper coverage. The forum presented a summary of the 
technical reports and findings to date, including preliminary 
recommendations based on these findings. As with previous phases, input 
was used to inform and update the plan content.  

Based on feedback, the draft plan was completed in late April and release 
for 45 day public review. This was accompanied by a series of public 
meetings in May and early June 2012 to provide an opportunity for 
review and comment: 

 University District Alliance board of directors 

 University of Minnesota student focus group 

 Stadium Village Commercial Association meeting 

 PPERRIA board meeting 

 Southeast Business Association meeting 

 Glendale Resident Council Meeting (bilingual – presentation 
was translated into Somali) 

 Prospect Park station planning group 

 PPERRIA members – neighborhood subgroup 

 University of Minnesota staff 

A general public forum wrapped up this phase, to provide a final chance for 
public input prior to the official approval process. All total, over 240 
participants attended these forums. 

Word about the public review was circulated by email through a series of 
mailing list with an unduplicated total of at least 1,000 recipients (not to 
mention the much larger internal University mailing list used). The plan was 
also featured in a lead story in the local online newspaper, and was featured 
at the well-attended PPERRIA annual meeting in April. 

All comments received – either verbal or written – were listed in a table, 
with a response to each one. This was provided to the Planning Commission 
upon their review and approval of the plan. 
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6. Land Use 
The land use and development patterns in the Stadium Village have changed 
in many ways over the years. The historical core of the University campus 
has expanded greatly. The industrial areas have contracted, as other uses 
redeveloped formerly industrial sites. Residential areas still contain historic 
lower density cores, but now include numerous high density multi-family 
areas, especially around the edges. And commercial areas, while continuing 
to do fairly well, have changed in mix and composition of retail and services 
in response to changing customer base. 

The Stadium Village University Avenue Station Area Plan offers an 
opportunity to positively influence the type and character of land uses and 
development patterns in a way that strengthens the community, enhances 
livability, complements high quality transit service, supports business 
districts, and encourages compatibility with existing development. 

Future Land Use Plan 
A major component of the Stadium Village University Avenue Station Area 
Plan is a Future Land Use Plan. This provides guidance as to the location 
and type of uses desired in the neighborhood in the future. 

The future land uses proposed here build upon The Minneapolis Plan for 
Sustainable Growth, the City’s comprehensive plan, while making some 
changes in response to the analysis and input received through this planning 
process. The Future Land Use Plan will be used by the community 
organizations, institutions, and City as a tool for encouraging and regulating 
long-term land use decisions. If redevelopment occurs within the 
neighborhood, it will be required to adhere to the future land use plan. 
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The future land use map provides parcel and district level guidance as to 
planned future uses (see Map 6.1). The land use designations in the future 
land use map were chosen based on several factors. These include current 
land use and zoning, City land use designations and planned uses, 
community input and potential for redevelopment. The following section 
discusses in more depth the research findings, policies and principles upon 
which these decisions were based. The policy basis for decisions included 
current policies in the comprehensive plan and the guiding principles 
established in this plan. 
There are two major components of the Future Land Use Plan: 

 Land use by parcel 

 Designated land use features 

Land Use by Parcel 
Reflected in the ongoing update to the City’s comprehensive plan, every 
parcel in the City is assigned a future land use designation. Minneapolis and 
other cities in the region are required by the Metropolitan Council to 
regulate land use so they can accommodate new growth and respond to 
change. Identifying future land uses also allows a city to preserve areas that 
should largely stay the same over time, such as established neighborhoods, 
while promoting change in other areas where needed. 

The Stadium Village University Avenue Station Area Plan calls out future 
land uses for residential, mixed use, public/institutional, industrial/office, 
and parks and open space areas. 

Residential – Parcels with housing are proposed to fall primarily into three 
categories of residential density, based on units per acre:   

 Low-density residential – Primarily single family and two family 
residential, with less than 20 dwelling units/acre 

 Medium-density residential – Primarily smaller scale multi-family 
residential, with 20-50 units/acre 

 High-density residential – Primarily higher intensity multi-family 
housing, with 50-120 units/acre. 

Very high density uses (120+ units per acre) may be suitable in some areas 
identified as high density. However projects of that scale will need to be 
considered on a case-by-case basis. Generally speaking, the ranges are broad 
to allow for flexibility in complementing the existing character of an area. In 
the Stadium Village area, the future residential use designations reflect 
proximity to the campus, transit stations, and other amenities supporting 
transit oriented development. 

High density housing in some areas represents a change in the community 
character. The policy guidance therefore focuses recommendations for high 
density housing on areas closest to major centers and nodes, and along major 

New student housing under construction 
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corridors. While a different character than adjacent areas, this housing type 
can broaden the range of housing options, and strengthen the community 
through increased customer base for retail and tax base for community 
services and amenities. 

Mixed Use – The plan proposes that the location of retail, restaurants, and 
other commercial uses be located along the major corridors, such as 
Washington Avenue and University Avenue, and near LRT stations. Parcels 
identified for future mixed use may include commercial uses combined with 
housing, particularly on floors above the ground level. Mixed use guidance 
does not require that every building have ground floor retail, but does 
require an active ground floor use of some sort to strengthen the walkable 
pedestrian character of these districts. Office may also be appropriate in 
some of these areas, as part of the mix of uses. 

Public/Institutional – Currently, over half of the land area in the Stadium 
Village station area is owned by the University. As a result, its physical 
presence has a tremendous impact on the neighborhood. There are some 
limited expansion areas for the University indicated, as identified in the 
University’s Master Plan. Presumably these will be for additional classroom, 
medical, office, or other buildings related to the University’s core mission. 
The plan supports an ongoing discussion around these planned expansions 
with the adjacent neighborhood, paying attention to both how the physical 
edge of campus interacts with surrounding areas, and how potential impacts 
such as traffic and noise are mitigated. 

Industrial/Office – The Southeast Minneapolis Industrial Area (SEMI) falls 
partially within the study area. As designated in the SEMI Master Plan, the 
City’s Comprehensive Plan, and Industrial Land Use and Employment 
Policy Plan, this area is guided for industrial and office redevelopment. 
Specifically, the vision is for a research park that builds on the unique 
advantage of proximity to the University, in particular the Biomedical 
Discovery District. Industrial guidance and zoning also provides for the 
possibility of office uses, or a mix of office/industrial. While this is 
technically a type of “mixed use” this plan will simplify past guidance by 
not calling it that, as it is often confused with residential mixed use – and 
residential redevelopment would not be appropriate in this area. A small 
amount of land east of Huron Boulevard is labeled as “transitional 
industrial” – meaning that it may remain industrial but if the uses cease it 
could transition to another use – in this case, most likely high density 
housing. 

Parks and Open Space - The parks and open spaces depicted in the Future 
Land Use map indicate existing land being used for parks and/or owned by 
the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board. See Chapter 7 for more detailed 
guidance regarding plazas and open space accommodated on privately held 
land. At present, there is no specific plan to add to the acreage of parks. 
However, also see Chapter 7 for recommendations related to future trail 

Mix of uses near Huron Boulevard 
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connections, which may include potential for linear and connecting park 
areas as future plans are developed. 

Transportation/Connector – A couple existing rail corridors are labeled 
with this on the future land use map. This reflects both their current use and 
the potential for those corridors to change over time – either through rail line 
vacation or the addition of other parallel uses. The Granary trench has long 
been studied for a trail and/or road connection, and the rail spur east of 
Huron serves just one user – and could possibly become a trail connection if 
that usage ceased and the rail was vacated. 

Designated Land Use Features 
Land use features are designations in the City’s comprehensive plan that 
provide policy guidance for specific areas within the City, particularly those 
where growth is anticipated or desired (see Map 6.1). Designated areas 
typically have functioned as centers for transportation, economic activity, 
and more intense development. Refer to Chapter 4 Existing Conditions for a 
more thorough explanation of the land use features. 

Currently the study area has ten land use features as designated in The 
Minneapolis Plan for Sustainable Growth: 

 Activity Center: Stadium Village 

Activity Centers support a wide range of commercial, office, and 
residential uses. They typically have a busy street life with activity 
throughout the day and into the evening. They are heavily oriented 
towards pedestrians, and maintain a traditional urban form and 
scale. Activity Centers are also well-served by transit. There are 
sometimes needs to mitigate the impacts of typical uses here on 
surrounding areas. 

 Commercial Corridor: University Avenue SE (east of 
Washington Avenue) 

Commercial Corridors are historically prominent destinations in the 
city, and are characterized by a mix of uses with commercial uses 
dominating. High densities are frequently allowed along these 
corridors, and traffic volumes are often significant. Urban form is 
typically traditional, and there is a focus on a substantial and high 
quality pedestrian realm. 

 Community Corridors: University Avenue SE and 4th Street SE 
(west of Washington Avenue) 

Community Corridors are defined as having primarily a residential 
nature, with intermittent commercial clusters located at 
intersections. They have a range of traffic levels but are not 
generally high volume. The commercial uses along these corridors 

Office building on University Avenue SE 
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tend to be small-scale retail sales and services serving the 
immediate area.  Medium densities are frequently allowed. 

 Growth Center: University of Minnesota 

Growth Centers are characterizes primarily by a high concentration 
of employment. They are typically guided for high density uses that 
complement the employment center, including residential, office, 
retail, entertainment and recreational uses. 

 Industrial Employment District: Southeast Minneapolis 
Industrial (SEMI) Area 

Industrial Employment Districts are areas specifically guided for 
job-creating industrial development. Residential uses are 
discouraged within these districts, both in order to preserve land for 
jobs as well as to limit land use conflicts. 

 Transit Station Areas: Stadium Village, Prospect Park, and 
East Bank LRT Stations  

Transit Station Areas are defined as the area within one half mile of 
a fixed-route transit station, such as LRT, commuter rail, or busway. 
Since not all transit stations have the same guidance or context, 
these often coincide with other land use features that provide 
additional direction. 

Though not designated specifically in Minneapolis, the Westgate 
station area extends over the border from St Paul. See Chapter 3 for 
more analysis of this added feature. 

 Neighborhood Commercial Node: University Avenue SE & 
Bedford Street SE 

Neighborhood Commercial Nodes are typically comprised of a 
handful of small- and medium-sized businesses focused around one 
intersection. These nodes primarily serve the needs of the 
immediately surrounding area, although they may also contain 
specialty stores that serve a regional client base. 

This plan continues to support all of these designated land use features, with 
their existing boundaries and extents. 

Specific land use guidance and recommendations are provided by subarea of 
the plan study area, listed below. These correspond approximately with the 
Character Districts from the Public Realm and Connectivity Study (see 
Chapter 7 and Map 6.2). 

 University Campus – Includes contiguous campus area of the 
University of Minnesota; character area Washington Avenue 

University campus building 

East Bank station area concept 
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Academic District is called out as the link between the campus and 
the Stadium Village commercial area. 

 Stadium Village Commercial Core – Commercial area along 
Washington Avenue between the campus and University Avenue. A 
portion of the Stadium Village Activity District. 

 Stadium Village Station Area – Area adjacent and near to the 
Stadium Village LRT station. A portion of the Stadium Village 
Activity District. 

 University and 4th Corridors – Areas along University Avenue SE 
and 4th Street SE between the stadium and the Street Paul border. 
Portions of the University Avenue/Neighborhood Commercial 
District. 

 Prospect Park Station Area – Area adjacent and near to the 
Prospect Park LRT station. A portion of the University 
Avenue/Neighborhood Commercial District. 

 Motley Residential Area – Portion of Prospect Park neighborhood 
west of Huron Boulevard SE and south of Fulton Street SE. 
Overlaps with Huron Boulevard Gateway District. 

 Huron Boulevard Corridor – Area along Huron Boulevard 
through study area, especially south of Delaware Street. Overlaps 
with Huron Boulevard Gateway District. 

While the residential core of Prospect Park is within the study area, this plan 
does not specifically call out land use recommendations for this area, besides 
general guidance by way of the future land use map. This was intentional, 
since the adjacent growth areas, not the neighborhood core, were the main 
focus of this study. Additionally, this area has already been the subject of in-
depth discussion and planning – especially with regards to neighborhood and 
historic preservation issues – and is not anticipated to change greatly in use 
or character in the future.  

The SEMI area also is not called out in policy, since this plan just affirms 
previously adopted policy in the SEMI Master Plan and other documents. 
The Economic Development chapter provides reinforcement of the City’s 
policy commitment to advance the redevelopment of this area.

New University research building under 
construction 
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Map 6.2 – Stadium Village Character Districts 
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 Strategically site new development in locations where it will 
contribute to defining, consolidating, and adding to the vibrancy of 
campus and the surrounding community. 

 Design flexible learning, living, working and gathering spaces to 
support community. 

 

Stadium Village Commercial Core 
The commercial core of the Stadium Village area is a moderately dense 
mixed use area with a number of retail businesses and student-oriented 
housing. There is a strong campus orientation, and much of the traffic 
through this area is pedestrian or bicycle – made even more so through the 
light rail construction which removes or limits road access to a couple of the 
blocks in this area. 

There is general support for maintaining this lively, interesting place – 
including the businesses which serve area clientele. The market study shows 
that there is virtually no vacancy and a surplus of demand, so maintaining 
retail space seems both likely and appropriate. 

At the same time, there are opportunities for denser redevelopment, as 
witnessed by a couple mixed use projects already underway. The 1-2 story 
development on some blocks may well be underbuilt and may be attractive 
to buy up and redevelop.  

One of the potential down sides of this redevelopment is the loss of some of 
the character, especially related to locally owned businesses. Business rents 
have been increasing substantially in recent years, and rents in new buildings 
are often out of reach of local businesses and tend to attract mainly national 
chains. While some of this may just be reflecting larger market forces, it 
raises questions regarding whether some of these blocks are worth saving to 
maintain space for more local businesses (although there are already few left 
that have not been replaced). 

Stadium Village Station Area 
The station area itself is an important location. The market study and 
development opportunities analysis identify the area around the station and 
the intersections of Washington, University, and Huron as effectively being 
the 100% corner of the area – a high visibility, high value location ripe for 
gateway treatment and dense transit oriented mixed use development.  

An important component of this vision is an extension of the walkable 
pedestrian realm from Stadium Village commercial core (see above) up 
towards and across University Avenue. This is particularly key for the retail 
component, as it is characteristic of and key to the success of the existing 
commercial district. 

Central Corridor under construction 
through campus 
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The land uses in this area are somewhat divided by ownership. North of 
University Avenue, in the area immediately adjacent to the station platform, 
much of the land is controlled by the University. On the west side of 23rd 
Avenue SE is the stadium itself, and on the east are University owned 
parking lots. 

While there is no immediate plan for redevelopment of the parking lots, it 
has been discussed in the past a plan to build a multimodal facility with 
some mixed use development at the corner of 23rd and University. The 
specific vision for these sites may shift, but this plan encourages the 
University to think strategically about this location relative to its high 
visibility and proximity to the light rail station. The future use should be one 
that capitalizes on these advantages, and is an asset both to the University as 
well as the surrounding area. 

Land south of University Avenue includes more private property. As 
suggested by the market study, this is prime space for dense transit oriented 
mixed use. Due to its central location and prominence, and at the same time 
being somewhat removed from residential cores, this is likely one of the best 
locations for higher density infill with significant height. 

University and 4th Corridors 
The space along University Avenue SE and 4th Street SE between the 
Stadium Village and Prospect Park station areas is somewhat outside the 
main focus areas. As the light rail will be running down the transitway in 
this section, the streets will be less directly impacted by the light rail facility 
itself. Additionally, although still within the half mile walk radius, the 
station platforms will be less convenient. 

There are still a number of opportunities for infill development. Guidance 
for University Avenue, as the main commercial corridor, will continue to 
focus on mixed use development with retail or other active uses on the 
ground floor. By contrast, guidance for 4th Street SE remains primarily 
residential, as the area transitions away from the industrial land uses that 
have historically been located there. Commercial uses may be a possibility 
on 4th Avenue SE near station platforms, but generally speaking the retail 
analysis suggests it is not likely to be the best location for businesses. 

This distinction between frontage of commercial is even more distinct on the 
south side of University Avenue SE, where the distance between commercial 
frontage and residential neighborhood is often very shallow. While some 
parcels actually front on both University Avenue SE and a side street (such 
as Williams Avenue SE and Sidney Place), it should be emphasized that any 
commercial uses developed on these parcels should not have a presence on 
these side streets, but rather should front on and be accessed via University 
Avenue SE. 

As the distance from campus increases, the character of the area gets 
increasingly less pedestrian oriented, though walk and bike friendly features 

University campus building 
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are still important considerations. The market analysis suggests that excess 
demand for development that cannot be accommodated in the Stadium 
Village core may find a location here – including retail that needs larger 
square footage. This may also be the case in the Prospect Park station area. 

The guidance for this area does not differ greatly in intent from that in the 
previously adopted University Avenue SE & 29th Avenue SE Development 
Objectives. However, it does provide more clarity as to the future land use 
patterns, as shown on the maps. Furthermore, the vision for the Prospect 
Park station area itself has been updated, as described below. 

Prospect Park Station Area 
As referenced elsewhere in this plan, the Prospect Park station area has been 
the subject of a parallel planning process led by PPERRIA to create a pre-
development framework for the area. 

This process generated a draft land use map for the station area, as well as 
the area between the Stadium Village and Prospect Park stations. It is 
reproduced below, and largely incorporated into this plan’s overall future 
land use map with some modest differences. 

It should be noted the Prospect Park station area overlaps almost entirely 
with the Westgate station area’s extension over the St Paul border into 
Minneapolis. The neighborhood commercial node at Bedford Street SE and 
University Avenue SE is near the core of this station area. 

Characteristics of these land use recommendations include: 

 Mixed use development along University Avenue, including 
commercial, retail, office, and arts uses 

 Residential development along 4th Street SE 

 Industrial/office/research park development in the SEMI area north 
of the transitway, including potential space for a conference center 
that would complement other development in the area. 

 Higher density residential development in the area west of 27th 
Avenue and on the neighborhood side of University Avenue. 

 Lower density residential in the existing neighborhood core areas 

 Open space at key locations connected by a cohesive, 
comprehensively planned public realm (further discussed in Urban 
Design and Public Realm chapter) 

 Investigation of district parking as part of redevelopment at the 
Prospect Park station area (further discussed in the Parking and 
Transportation chapter). 

Light rail construction at Prospect Park 
station area 
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The development opportunities analysis suggests that the transition to 
moderate to high density residential will continue to be an attractive option 
for developers in this area, especially as other nearby sites are taken. The 
main obstacle is likely to be parcel assembly, as numerous small lots with 
different owners often provides a challenge for someone wishing to combine 
a number of them for a larger scale development. 

Due to the proximity to campus, past redevelopment in the area, and the 
demonstrated market demand, it makes sense to affirm previous zoning 
decisions and continue to guide the area for higher density redevelopment. 
As evidenced elsewhere, lower density guidance in such neighborhoods 
frequently just incentivizes smaller scale infill, which often lacks the quality, 
amenities, and management capacity of larger projects. 

The plan does recognize that there are a core group of homeowners which 
wish to preserve some of the smaller scale housing stock. While this may 
still be possible in some areas, the dilapidated condition of a number of the 
small rental properties in this area does not give strong support for the 
sustainability of this housing pattern in this location. The development 
review process does provide a mechanism for protecting historic resources. 

As shown in past neighborhood-led processes, moderate density can be 
accommodated in attractive ways that are compatible with existing lower 
density development and diversify the mix of housing options for area 
residents. 

The University’s 2009 Campus Master Plan identified this as a joint 
planning area and called for a collaborative planning process between the 
University of Minnesota, the City and the neighborhood. In order to achieve 
the desired objectives for this neighborhood for both residents and other 
stakeholders, this area would benefit from a comprehensive development 
framework developed with the involvement of all these groups, defining 
circulation, public realm and long term institutional as well as private / 
nonprofit sector land use. This plan provides a general framework for the 
area, but more specific planning will need to be pursued as an 
implementation step. 

Huron Boulevard Corridor 
The Huron Boulevard area is a transitional zone which has seen a fair 
amount of redevelopment in recent decades from industrial to high density 
residential. It is anticipated this trend is likely to continue, as projects 
continue to be proposed and built on some of the remaining sites.  

The development opportunities analysis suggests the likelihood of a second 
wave of multifamily redevelopment, taking out some of the older small-scale 
apartment buildings (which are becoming increasingly less attractive and 
competitive with newer housing stock) and replacing them with new 
development. 

Apartment buildings in Motley area 
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The presence of an active rail spur serving one industry in the area limits 
redevelopment options for a segment of this area. At some point if this was 
to go away, sites could be reconfigured to allow for better layout and more 
complete redevelopment. There would also be the possibility of open space 
and trail connections, as laid out in the Public Realm chapter. 

Huron itself is somewhat of a barrier, due to the high volume of traffic 
traveling to and from the interstate. The pedestrian realm is somewhat 
lacking along this corridor. The Public Realm chapter speaks to this, in 
specific how to better set the stage for walkable urban redevelopment. 

The Glendale Townhomes development sits on the eastern edge of this area. 
It is anticipated this will remain as an important source of affordable housing 
for families in a part of the city where similar options are very limited. The 
only recommendation from this plan is that if there is the potential for 
redevelopment of this site that the Minneapolis Public Housing Authority 
(MPHA) will continue to provide affordable housing at this location. 

Recommendations 
University Campus 

1. Apply the published Regent’s Boundary to guide future planning 
and expansion of campus activities and to convey to the broader 
community the University’s long term plans. 

2. Strategically site new University and University-affiliated 
development in locations where they will contribute to defining, 
consolidating and adding to the vibrancy of campus and the 
surrounding community. 

3. Design flexible learning, living, working, and gathering spaces to 
support community. 

4. Ensure that new development located at the campus’ edge conveys 
the institution’s image and physical identity, while acknowledging 
and respecting the adjacent urban environment. 

5. Work in partnership with the University and neighborhood through 
the development review process, to ensure that new development is 
generally consistent with City policy and regulations regarding land 
use, zoning, and related topics. 

Stadium Village Commercial Core 
1. Encourage the development of multi-story mixed use development 

in the Stadium Village activity center, with active uses on the 
ground floor such as retail and services. 

2. Support the diversification of retail and services available in the 
commercial area to meet needs of customers, while retaining the 
existing mix and character of current retail. 

Building construction underway on 
University campus 
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3. Encourage high density residential both within the commercial core 
areas on upper floors, and in surrounding areas, as designated on the 
future land use map. 

4. Ensure that new development supports the pedestrian and transit 
oriented character of this area. 

Stadium Village Station Area 
1. Redevelopment at the intersection of Huron Boulevard/ University 

Avenue and Washington Avenue should be designed as signature 
buildings and gateway into the Stadium Village station area. High 
density mixed use is appropriate for this area, and may include 
significant height. 

2. Encourage the University to consider the importance of the sites 
immediately at the station platform in their future plans for 
development, taking advantage of the transit accessibility and high 
visibility in choosing the use. 

3. Support through development the extension of the pedestrian-
oriented commercial core on Washington up towards the station 
platform and stadium. 

University and 4th Corridors 
1. Encourage the development of medium to high density mixed-use 

development facing towards University Avenue SE on both sides, 
with transitions to a residential character and frontage on parallel 
streets at the rear of the sites. 

2. Encourage redevelopment of 4th Street SE as a primarily high 
density residential street with a range of housing types. Allow for a 
limited amount of mixed use, particularly around station areas, that 
complements the residential character. 

3. Support the development of the SEMI industrial area with new 
office and industrial uses, including research-based businesses that 
capitalize on proximity to the University’s Biomedical Discovery 
District. 

Prospect Park Station Area 
1. Support the redevelopment of this area with high density residential 

mixed use, with retail primarily fronting on University Avenue 

2. Encourage a mix of uses that complements those in the Stadium 
Village commercial core and expands upon the options available. 

3. Continue to foster development of arts related businesses and 
destinations around the station area, as well as other destination-

TCF Bank stadium facing University 
Avenue SE 
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type facilities such as museums, libraries, conference facilities, and 
other institutional uses. 

4. Investigate the feasibility of establishing a district parking system to 
serve parking needs of various uses in a centralized location, while 
discouraging the development of remote park and rides. 

5. Support development of office/industrial uses in the adjacent SEMI 
area and Hubbard site. Ensure uses are appropriately buffered from 
nearby residential, but also designed with the intent to be connected 
and accessible from residential areas and the station platform. 

6. Support the development of the SEMI area to accommodate uses 
compatible with the vision of a biomedical research park, building 
on the proximity to University research laboratories. 

7. Work with St Paul to coordinate the vision and buildout around the 
Westgate station area. Encourage development of gateway features 
to mark this entrance to the city. 

Motley Residential Area 
1. Consistent with existing zoning and development guidance, support 

the redevelopment of the area with quality high density residential 
development that is compatible with the surrounding area. 

2. Where possible, maintain the historic character of the neighborhood 
area through both preservation and new development. 

3. Work with the neighborhood and University regarding the edges 
between the campus and community, and support collaborative 
planning and development review around proposed projects. 

4. Where possible, encourage development of a scale that allows for 
on-site management and amenities. 

5. Encourage coordinated planning efforts between the University and 
the Motley area, based on the joint planning area designation in the 
campus master plan, to provide more detailed guidance for the area. 

Huron Boulevard Corridor 
1. Generally speaking support high density residential development in 

this area. 

2. Allow existing industrial uses to remain for as long as they wish to 
be there. When they leave, guide their locations for high density 
residential development. 

3. If the rail spur at some point is vacated, encourage the 
reconfiguration of development sites to be more efficient, while 
maintaining space for an intra-neighborhood trail connection. 

Industrial building near Prospect Park 
station area 

Older home in Motley area 
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4. Encourage land uses along Huron to support a pedestrian oriented 
environment, balanced against heavy vehicle traffic flow, and 
acknowledging its role as a gateway to the area. 
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Map 7.1 – Stadium Village Public Realm 
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The placement, scale and character of buildings is one of the most important 
components of the built environment that will shape the different street 
corridors and determine the long term success as an attractive destination 
with strong businesses, human scale, vibrant neighborhoods and an attractive 
place for investment. The primary focus here is to promote design 
excellence in all aspects of the corridor and to design new development to fit 
into its surroundings and respond to neighborhood transitions with building 
massing and architecture. the intent is to reinforce a compact urban 
development pattern with well-designed, attractive, functional, safe 
buildings that reinforce a distinct identity for the Stadium Village Station 
area. 

Attention to these overall themes is important, as the study is home to 
diverse range of buildings of different style, scale, age, and quality. As 
redevelopment will often happen incrementally, it is important to have 
overall principles in place to guide decisions as they happen. The study 
identifies a series of character areas, approximately corresponding to the 
areas called out in the Land Use chapter. Recommendations from this have 
been incorporated into the recommendations in that chapter. 

One key element of building placement is compatibility with surrounding 
uses, in terms of massing and scale. The land use recommendations 
concentrate the highest density development around station areas and major 
corridors, as well as those areas closest to the campus. Regardless of 
placement, appropriate buffering and transitions are important, as well as 
attention to shadowing of tall buildings. 

Public Realm and Streetscape Improvements 
The right proportions, unique spaces, and appropriate amenities can make 
the public realm a comfortable, inviting and memorable space where people 
want to spend time. The quality, function and scale of the streets have a 
great deal to do with shaping the character of the streets within the study 
area. A goal of this plan is to provide an integrated system of streets, 
bikeways, transit lines, and pedestrian paths throughout the Stadium Village 
Station area. The intent of this section is to present ideas and to define a 
range of costs for the streetscape for budgeting purposes and inclusion in 
capital improvement plans. 

The Stadium Village streets and other public spaces should be designed as 
an interconnected network of human-scale outdoor rooms in which the 
safety and comfort of pedestrians and bicyclists is priority. The main 
purpose of streets is to let people move about, and every street should 
provide safety, convenience, and comfort for pedestrians and bicyclists. 

For purposes of planning, the study divided streets into three major 
categories, each with its own set of detailed cross sections and recommended 
layout. These included: 
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 Type 1 –Wide sidewalks, with intense urban development and 
heavy pedestrian activity 

 Type 2 – Similar to Type 1, but where right-of-way is more 
constrained and the pedestrian realm is thereby limited 

 Type 3 – Less urban, more residential areas with less pedestrian 
traffic than other types 
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Map 7.2 – Stadium Village Bicycle and Pedestrian Connections 
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Map 7.3 – Stadium Village Open Space and Parks 
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Generally speaking, small area plans such as these focus mainly on the 
public safety impacts of the public realm. While ensuring there is adequate 
staffing and coverage by law enforcement is an important goal, it is largely 
covered through other plans and programs managed by the City and 
University. While the City and University do have different public safety 
forces and jurisdictions, they continually work closely together in this area 
to address incidents and joint public safety concerns. 

The focus in this plan is on how to create a public realm that follows the 
principles of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED): 
clear views along public pathways, adequate pedestrian lighting, 
transparency of ground floor buildings, and other strategies that encourage 
surveillance of the public realm and discourage criminal activity. This also 
includes a clear delineation of public and private space. These concepts are 
also considered contributors to vital, interesting places that encourage 
activity – another crime prevention strategy. These principles are found 
throughout the elements of this chapter and its recommendations. 

Implementation 
This study both provides guidance for private development, and lays out a 
strategy for public investment. For the former, the guidelines and 
recommendations will be applied as development projects move forward for 
review. For the later, the study provides descriptions and cost estimates of 
infrastructure projects – as well as potential funding sources. These will be 
further discussed in the Implementation chapter.  

The infrastructure project implementation is also scalable. 
Recommendations generally are for complete projects, but if there is an 
opportunity to introduce one or more elements in the public realm as a 
retrofit, there are dimensions and specifications to provide guidance on this 
as well. Examples may include landscaping, trees, lighting, public art or 
other elements that enhance the overall system. 

Recommendations 
Overall 

1. Preserve the unique character of the Prospect Park neighborhood, 
while encouraging growth and development in appropriate areas. 

2. As the opportunities for infill development emerge, the new 
development should reinforce the urban pattern by extending the 
street grid and placing buildings to define the streets and enhance 
pedestrian walkability. 

3. Where possible, preserve and/or rehabilitate historic properties and 
districts in the study area, including the Greek Letter District, the 
potential Prospect Park residential historic district, historic 
industrial properties in SEMI, and other structures. Ensure that 
proposed modifications to historic properties proceed through 
appropriate City review processes. 
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4. Promote sustainable building practices and site design through 
energy efficient design, sustainable materials, and ecological 
landscaping and design. 

5. When possible, reuse underutilized public right-of-way for open 
space, improved bicycle/pedestrian connectivity, or redevelopment. 
Appropriate use will depend on the size and location of the 
property. 

6. Encourage appropriate buffering and transitions between adjacent 
uses, including evaluation of shadowing by tall buildings of nearby 
properties. 

Pedestrian 
1. Allow for safe, comfortable, and inviting pedestrian activity along 

the street to and from the light rail stations to the adjacent 
neighborhoods and campus. 

2. Improve intersections to provide safe and accessible areas for 
pedestrian and bicycle crossings. These intersections are to include 
alternative paving materials, improved signalization, signage and 
other traffic calming techniques. 

3. Provide new sidewalk connections along 4th Street SE, 29th Avenue 
SE, Malcolm Avenue and 25th Avenue SE. 

4. Provide improved sidewalk connections along Huron Boulevard, 
27th Avenue SE, Essex Street SE, 25th Avenue SE, 26th Avenue SE, 
and Harvard Street SE. 

5. Provide new multi-use trail link along railroad ROW between 
Huron Boulevard and 27th Avenue SE and at the intersection of 29th 
Avenue/University Avenue into the Prospect Park neighborhood. 

6. When possible, provide dedicated public pedestrian access between 
27th Avenue SE and Huron Boulevard east of Fulton Street SE, as 
well as emergency access to development in this area.  

7. Provide a minimum of 8 foot wide sidewalks throughout the 
corridor where feasible. 

8. Incorporate streetscape elements such as more street trees, planters, 
monuments, public art, kiosks and benches to create a more inviting 
and comfortable sidewalk environment and promote more sidewalk 
activity.  

9. Sidewalk bump outs are also recommended where possible to 
decrease cross walk distances, moderate vehicular speeds, provide 
more sidewalk space for large numbers of pedestrians waiting to 
cross streets, and to define parking bays. 

There is a lot of pedestrian activity in the 
Stadium Village area 
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4. Create a “convertible street” plaza along the extension of 
Washington Avenue and University Avenue. This space will 
provide for normal traffic operations for a majority of the time but 
can be closed for programmed community/ University events. 

5. Where existing sidewalks are less than 10 feet wide, encourage new 
buildings to be set bank a minimum of 5-6 feet (within the frontage 
zone) when possible, to create wider sidewalks for outdoor seating 
and streetscape amenities. 

6. Create a wayfinding system for the station areas, public transit, 
businesses, parks, and University of Minnesota campus that is not 
only informative but also contributes to the area’s design character. 

7. Work with University in Stadium Village area to better utilize 
existing network of green space. 

8. Support the development of an interconnected system of public and 
private open spaces, to extend the public realm and enhance the 
appearance and livability of the area. 

Green Infrastructure 
1. Green corridors should be developed on all side streets connecting 

to the LRT route and primary street corridors (4th Street SE, 
University Avenue, 25th Avenue SE, 27th Avenue SE, 29th Avenue 
SE and Huron Boulevard).  The green corridors will be developed 
with street tree plantings, sustainable infrastructure projects, 
streetscape enhancements and public art projects. 

2. Enhance the “urban forest” with trees, understory plantings, and 
above ground planting areas. Plant appropriate species of trees, 
based on size and location of site, presence of power lines, and 
other relevant factors. 

3. Define opportunities for stormwater management, both as part of 
new development and as retrofits, that integrates functionality 
attractively and efficiently into the public realm. Ensure that these 
facilities do not compromise the accessibility of the sidewalk.

Public Safety 
1. Continue to support adequate public safety staffing and coverage 

through both the City and University to address public safety 
concerns in the area. 

2. Promote the concepts of Crime Prevention Through Environmental 
Design (CPTED) in urban design to enhance the safety of the public 
realm, in both public and private development projects. 

New stormwater pond in industrial area 
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8. Housing 
The purpose of this chapter is to outline findings from research and planning 
on housing issues in the study area and to provide recommendations. 

Market Conditions 
Student Housing 
At present, the student housing market continues to be a strong and 
dominant presence in the study area’s housing market.  

Rental apartment vacancy rates in the University area have hovered for some 
time around 1-2%, and newer projects have filled up quickly upon 
completion. It has been widely speculated when this demand will taper off, 
but there is no consensus – estimates range from near saturation to potential 
demand for thousands of more units. Developers have indicated a 
willingness to continue to pursue new projects until negative signs emerge. 

Although the student body has not been increasing in size, there has been an 
increased interest in living near campus which has caused a number of 
students to seek housing nearby rather than to commute from farther away. 
This a likely tied to University decision (based on research that it would 
improve student performance) to offer housing for all first year students on 
campus. 

Additionally, new student housing frequently has many more amenities than 
existing ones (e.g. wireless internet, game and party rooms, in-unit laundry, 
exercise facilities, high quality interior finishes, etc.). This has likely caused 
some students to “trade up” from existing housing to new units. 

Favorable capital market trends have also spurred this development. At this 
troubled time in the real estate market, investors have found that student 
housing is a safer bet than many other housing types, and have flocked to it. 
This is due in part to the fairly high per square foot rents these units 
command, especially when rented out on a per bedroom model.  

As a result, developers have been more entrepreneurial in seeking out 
eligible student housing sites, and a number are completed or underway in 
the Stadium Village area 

This trend is likely to continue to play out. Potential concerns and issues that 
need to be addressed include: 

 Although this is less the case with larger well managed projects 
than smaller rentals with no on-site staff, student housing can 
have negative impacts on adjacent residential areas. This needs 
to be addressed through regulation and enforcement, as well as 
by property owners and managers directly. 

Student housing near Stadium Village 
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 Other housing types may remain unaddressed during the 
student housing boom, as they are unable to command higher 
rents per square foot – and hence outbid student housing 
developers. Additionally, they may not be as attractive to 
capital markets for other reasons. 

 Student housing is most logically located very close to campus, 
although high quality transit service may expand the area where 
it can be located. As many students either do not have a car or 
use their car rarely, having them within walking, bicycling, or 
transit proximity to campus is a priority. 

 As there is a risk of overbuilding a housing type, it is 
worthwhile to encourage developers to not select a housing 
model that is too student-specific – e.g. four-bedroom units 
with a shared common area. Rather a more flexible type like 
one or two bedroom units might be a more sustainable model 
over the long term, as it is more suitable for a variety of 
household types rather than just a group of undergraduates. 

Other Housing Types 
Residential market conditions were assessed through a University Alliance 
market study which encompassed the neighborhoods surround the campus. 
The study, completed in February 2011, had a particular focus: namely on 
identifying housing markets that were currently underserved, due to the 
primary focus on student housing. In addition to market research, it included 
an extensive survey of University alumni (especially older adults) regarding 
their housing preferences and potential interest in living near the University. 

The study found significant demand for several housing types, including 
general occupancy rental and ownership housing, as well as senior and 
affordable housing. Key findings from this study included: 

 Demographic Trends. The population of the area is expected 
to continue to grow, with the 18 to 24 age cohort likely to 
remain the largest in the near future. The second largest is the 
25 to 34 age cohort. One to two person households and non-
family households will dominate due to the large amount of 
rental housing in the area. 

 Rental Housing Market. General occupancy rental vacancy 
rates are low and student-oriented rental vacancy rates are even 
lower (3.8% and 1.4%, respectively). As such student housing 
is expected to remain a dominant development activity near the 
University campus. Affordable housing units in the Stadium 
Village area are limited, with the exception of Glendale 
Townhomes. 

New housing under construction 
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 Ownership Housing Market. As with much of the region, the 
ownership market and property values have been in decline in 
recent years. The market has been somewhat “recession proof” 
related to sales due to proximity to the University and the 
related high demand for rental properties, which has kept the 
inventory of available listings low. 

 Senior Housing Market. There is no existing market rate 
senior housing anywhere in the University district 
neighborhoods. However, some nearby newer condominium 
development has been popular with older adults. There are a 
couple subsidized developments, but not in the Stadium Village 
station area or Prospect Park. The alumni survey demonstrated 
some interest in senior housing near campus. 

The accompanying chart summarizes the housing demand projections they 
made for the period from 2011 to 2020. This is not specific to the Stadium 
Village area as the study encompasses all the neighborhoods surrounding the 
University campus. However, it does illustrate some demand in the area for 
other housing types. 

As the heart of the Stadium Village area is in one of the most student-
oriented areas, it may be that student housing will continue to be the most 
suitable use for some time. However, as that market is built out, it will be 
useful to see what other housing types might emerge – even as the area 
retains its campus orientation. 

Additionally, on the Prospect Park station area side, it is possible that the 
character of the redevelopment may be significantly less student oriented. 
The Prospect Park neighborhood plan focuses more on general occupancy, 
senior and affordable housing markets in its recommendations. 

Glendale Townhomes 
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The next phase of the Big Picture project has yet to be determined, but may 
involve additional work on implementing the plan’s recommendations. 

Recommendations 
1. Encourage the development of a variety of residential types to serve 

the diversity of people who live and/or work in the area, with a mix 
of affordability levels, unit types, ownership and rental, amenities, 
and other characteristics. 

2. Encourage the development of long term affordable workforce 
housing to accommodate people wanting to live near their work. 

3. Encourage the development of higher density housing close to the 
University campus, along major corridors, and at transit station 
areas. 

4. Support the maintenance of the Prospect Park low/medium density 
residential core, with higher density residential uses in areas closer 
to campus, along major corridors, and in designated land use 
features. 

5. Support the identification and allocation of additional resources for 
transit oriented housing and mixed use development, including 
affordable housing. 

6. Support policies and initiatives that help to stabilize and strengthen 
existing residential neighborhoods through resources for regulatory 
enforcement and investment in housing stock. 

7. Continue to support the presence of Glendale Townhomes, and 
encourage the MPHA to invest in the property as needed to meet the 
needs of its residents. 

8. Continue to work with the University regarding strategies and 
approaches for accommodating students, faculty, and staff near 
campus in a way that is sustainable and strengthens neighborhoods. 

9. Encourage high quality construction in new housing projects, with 
durable structure, materials, and finishes. 
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9. Economic Development 
 
Overview 
As part of the Stadium Village University Avenue Station Area Plan, a 
market study was conducted for the study area in 2011. 

This study focused on non-residential uses, to complement the work done on 
residential markets in the University Alliance study (see Chapter 4). The 
scope included retail and service businesses, as well as office and industrial 
uses. In addition to assessing market conditions, the study identified a 
number of development sites. 

A summary of the findings is provided in this chapter. For a more complete 
report of study results, see Appendix D. 

Market Area Characteristics 
The study identified a number of characteristics of this area that influence 
the market. These include: 

 Valuable central location. The study area benefits from 
proximity to the University of Minnesota as well as the 
downtowns of Minneapolis and Street Paul, and Midway area. 

 Dense pedestrian-oriented character. This brings traffic of all 
modes to the area, including walking, bicycling, and transit in 
addition to automobile. 

 Accessibility issues. Due to its location, however, it has both 
real and perceived accessibility issues – especially for those 
who are not already traveling to the area to access the 
University campus. 

 Land availability issues. Due to demands from the University 
and related uses, land availability for development is very 
limited. The University’s acquisition plans also introduce some 
uncertainty for future use of adjacent sites. 

 Student driven. To date, the market in this area – both 
residential and commercial – has been largely driven by the 
predominant population group, namely 18-24 year olds. This 
dynamic changes for areas a little farther from campus, as 
discussed below. 

Retail Market 
The retail market – including both goods and services – was analyzed for the 
Stadium Village area. The study found a substantial amount of pent-up 
demand, but with some complications: 
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This study does not address the policy issue of whether it is more desirable 
to maintain existing uses or redevelop sites into new uses. Focus areas 
should not be considered priority redevelopment sites or threatened 
properties. The goal of this analysis was to identify sites where there 
appeared to be conditions that might make developers view the 
redevelopment potential as positive and therefore result in redevelopment 
pressure.  

Knowing where development pressures are located can help policymakers 
understand where there may be opportunities that need to be nurtured to 
ensure they reach their full potential or if the existing conditions are to be 
preserved, where steps may need to be taken before it is acquired for 
redevelopment. 
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Areas identified in Development Issues and Opportunities plan as attractive to developers 
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For a detailed account of the findings for each of the seven focus areas, see 
Appendix E. Briefly, the identified properties include: 

 Area 1 – University Avenue SE & Huron Boulevard, northeast 
corner 

 Area 2 – University Avenue SE & Huron Boulevard, southeast 
and southwest corners 

 Area 3 – Frontage along Washington Avenue SE in Stadium 
Village business district 

 Area 4 – Portions of central Motley area, south of Fulton Street 
SE 

 Area 5 –Motley area, frontage along west side of Huron 
Boulevard 

 Area 6 – South of University Avenue SE between Huron 
Boulevard and 27th Avenue SE 

 Area 7 – University Avenue SE & 27th Avenue SE, northwest 
and southwest corners 

It should be noted that this study did not look at sites east of 27th Avenue SE. 
Those were addressed in the existing University & 29th study, as well as the 
ongoing neighborhood planning for that station area. Results were largely 
consistent with the Stadium Village market study, supporting increased retail 
and service presence to address underserved markets in the area, and 
identifying a number of potential redevelopment sites. 

 

Economic Development Activities 
The Business Resource Collaborative, an organization representing the 
business community along Central Corridor, is actively engaged in planning 
for future economic development along the line. While the initial focus has 
been on assisting existing businesses with surviving the challenges of the 
construction phases, attention has turned to how the line will attract new 
businesses, development, and jobs. 

This work is ongoing as of the date of this plan, and the strategies and 
approaches (beyond the mitigation phase) have not been fully developed. 
However, some of the topics that are being addressed include: 

 Leveraging the advantages of the central location, high quality 
transit, and a major research university to attract businesses and 
investment that brings high quality jobs to the area. 
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 Maintaining a healthy mix of local and chain businesses, especially 
when small local businesses are challenged by rising rents for 
commercial space, especially in new buildings and prime locations 

 Continuing to work to support and strengthen existing businesses. 

 Helping to identify and prepare developable sites, in an area where 
many sites are contaminated, already occupied, or otherwise not 
immediately available. 

 Encouraging situations where people are able to “live where they 
work” to maximize transit oriented development’s potential. 

 Assisting businesses whose property is likely to transition to another 
use and require them to relocate or close. 

Recommendations related to these objectives are provided in the following 
section.  

Recommendations 
Retail and Services 

1. In the near term, help to mitigate against any negative impacts from 
Central Corridor construction on area businesses, and help prepare 
them to be successful once the line is open. 

2. Support the growth and extension of the pedestrian oriented retail 
district around the Stadium Village commercial core, especially 
within the activity center and towards the station. 

3. Encourage the development of a variety of goods and services to 
serve the needs of area residents, students, employees, and visitors. 

4. Support the development of wayfinding and parking strategies that 
make accessing commercial areas easier and more convenient. 

5. Encourage the development of retail and service uses along 
University Avenue SE, at the Prospect Park station, and at the 
Bedford Street SE and University Avenue SE neighborhood 
commercial node, complementing the development at the Stadium 
Village station. 

6. Support a mix of local and chain businesses, to provide for a range 
of needs while retaining the diversity and unique identity of this 
area and its business district. 

Office and Industrial 

1. Support the redevelopment of the SEMI area with new office and 
light industrial development that complements University research 

Retail commercial storefront 

New University research facility under 
construction 
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facilities, through infrastructure investments, support for site 
cleanup and preparation, and other means. Uses may include 
biomedical research, technology transfer, and other related 
industries. 

2. Support the location of high value, job creating industrial and office 
uses within the area. 

3. Encourage the development of office space in commercial districts 
where appropriate, including professional and specialty offices. 

4. If industrial or office uses are displaced by redevelopment, assist 
them in finding alternative locations within the city when possible. 
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10. Parking and Transportation 
In terms of transportation, the Stadium Village plan study area is a complex 
and interesting place. It combines high traffic through streets with heavily 
used bicycle and pedestrian routes. It has quiet neighborhood streets, and 
major truck route and interstate access. It has a tremendous in-migration of 
workers, students, customers, and visitors daily, which creates parking 
pressures throughout the area. But it also has well-used, high quality transit 
service – with the pending LRT raising the bar still higher. 

To develop a clearer picture of the transportation network and needs, this 
plan relies on two technical studies: 

 A parking study, which looks at existing public parking supply, 
projected future needs, and possible solutions 

 A connectivity study, which focuses on the bicycle and pedestrian 
network and what improvements are needed (results and 
recommendations Chapter 7) 

The results of the parking study are summarized below. Additionally, traffic 
analysis results from the Central Corridor project itself and the recent 
Granary Corridor Feasibility Study were used to better understand the road 
network and how it functions to meet the needs of the area. 

At present, a route study is underway by Metro Transit, to revisit the bus 
routes along the Central Corridor in the light of how they will function with 
and alongside the light rail service. This study will make some general 
recommendations related to transit, but leave the more detailed analysis to 
this parallel effort. 

Parking Study 
Parking issues rise quickly to the top of the list in many discussions about 
public concerns related to the Stadium Village station area. This is due to a 
convergence of factors including: a busy, centralized location, a large 
university and medical campus, and residential areas where on-street parking 
is the norm. 

To address these, a parking study was conducted as part of the station area 
planning process. The study covered issues over a wide swath along the 
Washington and University Avenue corridors, from the University east bank 
campus to the Street Paul border. The scope included an inventory of 
existing facilities and their usage rates, as well as recommendations for 
targeted areas along the corridor. 

The complete report from the study is available in Appendix G. A summary 
of the findings is given below. 

Parking ramp – also location of 
University bicycle center 
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Parking Inventory 
 

The parking study area was broken down into four sections, as shown on the 
map below: 

 Segment 1 is the University’s east bank campus. There is no on 
street parking, and off street parking consists almost entirely of 
University owned ramps. Little change is anticipated to the parking 
in this section. 

 Segment 2 is the Stadium Village commercial core and area around 
the station platform. This area has limited on and off street parking 
as well as some University ramps. A large percentage of the on 
street parking is being removed by the LRT project. 

 Segment 3 is the area between the Stadium Village and Prospect 
Park station. This area has a variety of parking sources and some 
excess capacity, although not always in a convenient location for 
potential users. 

 Segment 4 is the area around the Prospect Park station area. As with 
Segment 2, much of the on street parking is being lost with LRT. 
The mix of commercial and industrial uses utilizes parking in 
different ways. 

The parking inventory looked at all available public parking facilities 
(surface and structure) along the corridor. It also contained an assessment of 
parking with restricted use – i.e. contract parking on the campus. On-street 
parking was included in the assessment, though only residential blocks 
closest to the corridor were counted, on the assumption the issues regarding 
parking were most intense there. 

The inventory counted parking spaces available to the general public (as 
opposed to those for a dedicated use), located both off street and on street.  
Average utilization was calculated for a typical weekday versus an event 
day, when parking demand was higher. Counts included winter days when 
snow storage reduced the overall number of usable spaces. 

The inventory showed generally a surplus of parking was present at most 
times, although University ramps tended to fill up during events and on 
street parking was almost always highly utilized. However, the available 
parking was not always convenient to users or priced attractively (e.g. ramp 
parking for all-day users is less suited for businesses that need high turnover 
parking, and on street spaces designed for high turnover parking don’t 
always meet the needs of employees. 

Overall, however, the combination of surplus parking, recent trending 
downward of parking usage (based on reports from residential developments 
that lease parking), and the projected impact, it was determined much of the  
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5. Time Tools introduce or modify time restrictions to encourage 
turnover and better use of parking spaces. Influencing factors 
include surrounding land uses, time of day, and availability of 
supply. 

See Appendix G for the full list of strategies. The study also provided more 
detailed guidance on parking meter placement, advising they should be 
placed in areas with fairly high parking demand (which characterizes much 
of the study area). Additionally, it suggests they function most efficiently 
when calibrated to meet short term parking needs. 

One particular parking solution that has attracted a lot of attention is the 
concept of district parking, where users share parking in a centralized 
parking facility or system. This is already in existence in the Stadium 
Village area, in the form of University owned and operated parking 
facilities.  

District parking has also been discussed as a possibility for the Prospect Park 
station area, to complement the vision for coordinated redevelopment of 
nearby sites. The parking study provides some guidance as to necessary 
steps to ensure that a district parking facility is feasible and viable: 

 Accurately quantify the needed supply of parking for uses within 
the district. This will vary based on the planned uses and densities, 
as different uses often have very different needs in terms of their 
demand for parking and timing of use. 

 Attract and retain tenants. In order to justify district parking, a 
developer will need to obtain commitments from tenants – 
preferably with a long term obligation – to lease spaces for their 
use. The parking will need to be situated, priced, and configured in 
a way to meet the needs of tenants. Conversely, for those investing 
in the area, there also needs to be the assurance that the parking will 
be available when and where they need it. 

 Ability to fund district parking. This is a crucial step. This has been 
a role of the City in the past, but not one that has been undertaken in 
recent years – when the City has been divesting itself of 
underperforming parking facilities for repositioning or 
redevelopment. District parking can be handled as part of a larger 
master plan redevelopment, but that requires significant 
coordination with other planned developments. 

While the City encourages shared parking arrangements in general, further 
study is needed to determine if district parking will be a viable option at the 
Prospect Park station area. 
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Other Transportation Topics 
As referred to previously, many of the transportation elements of this plan 
are being addressed in other sections. This section summarizes these issues 
and how they are being handled: 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
The Public Realm and Connectivity Study (see Chapter 7 and Appendix F) 
has analysis and recommendations related to the existing system and 
recommended improvements. Ensuring safe and convenient travel for 
bicyclists and pedestrians will remain a high priority for this area. 

Automobile Traffic 
Existing conditions are summarized in Chapter 4. The Central Corridor 
project includes a fairly substantial reworking of circulation and 
signalization patterns, as well as some road improvements to mitigate some 
impacts of light rail construction, particularly the closure of a portion of 
Washington Avenue through campus. There will likely be additional work to 
be done once the light rail is open and traffic settles into its new patterns. 

The Granary study looks at traffic volumes on 4th Avenue SE, University 
Avenue SE, and other major routes experiencing congestion. As discussed in 
the previous chapter, the findings suggest a significant amount of the traffic 
congestion is tied to backups at key intersections along the corridors. While 
increasing lane capacity is likely infeasible or cost prohibitive in many areas, 
opportunities to improve intersections may be effective in addressing traffic 
bottlenecks. However, the main strategies for mitigating traffic congestion 
for this area will likely be focused on non-motorized travel and transit. 

Through the planning process, some roads and intersections have been 
identified as needing additional attention, due to poor condition of 
pavement, unsafe or substandard conditions, or other factors. These include: 

 4th Street SE between 23rd Avenue SE and Malcolm Avenue SE is 
in poor condition. Additionally, a number of blocks lack curb, 
gutter, boulevard, and sidewalk – which is not compatible with the 
residential redevelopment planned here. The intersection of 23rd 
Avenue SE and 4th Street SE is being closed permanently as part of 
the Stadium Village station design, so there will need to a plan for 
managing traffic at that end. There is a need to reconstruct this 
street – and, since it is well-positioned for transit oriented 
redevelopment but is not a through street, it might provide an 
opportunity for some innovative treatments, such as stormwater 
management. 

 University Avenue SE between 25th Avenue SE and 29th Avenue 
SE. This is largely outside the limits of the Central Corridor project 
so is not being upgraded with the remainder of the road. However, it 
is also in poor condition and in need of resurfacing or 
reconstruction. Additionally, since the rail will not be running on 

Stadium Village area traffic 
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this section, there is the possibility of adding bicycle 
accommodations, extending them eastwards from their current end 
at the intersection of 4th Street SE. 

 Huron Boulevard will continue to be a busy through street for 
traffic on and off of Interstate 94. The presence of residential 
development and bus transit means it will also be a pedestrian 
corridor as well. In particular, the bus stops near the interstate ramps 
have been identified as unsafe and needing better pedestrian access. 
The intersection with University Avenue SE and Washington 
Avenue SE is fully within the Central Corridor project, but the high 
traffic volumes and complex movements suggest it will need 
continual monitoring to address traffic flow and safety issues. 

 The intersection of East River Parkway, Franklin Avenue SE, 
and 27th Avenue SE has been identified repeatedly as a challenging 
intersection. During rush hours, automobile traffic backs up in 
several directions. Pedestrian traffic is also significant, and cross is 
frequently unsafe, due to the volumes and traffic movements at this 
complex intersection. The nearby East River Parkway and Fulton 
Street SE intersection also draws complaints about traffic and 
pedestrian safety concerns. Further action on these intersections has 
been delayed due to uncertainty about future traffic patterns after 
the completion of the light rail project. However, once the new 
traffic patterns have been established, improvements to these 
intersections should be a priority. 

 30th Avenue SE between University Avenue SE and the Transitway 
has very poor pavement condition and a lack of streetscape features. 
Reconstruction of this road is needed to support the new 
development envisioned for the Prospect Park station area. The 
SEMI Master Plan recommends that 30th Avenue SE should be 
extended northward to connect with the future alignment of Granay 
Road, though the exact configuration will likely depend on plans for 
redevelopment of the land north of the transitway. 

 27th Avenue SE north of University Avenue SE only extends one 
block to 4th Street SE. However, City and Park Board plans support 
extending the road north to connect with the future Granary Road 
alignment. While this is a long term project, efforts should be made 
to obtain the right-of-way for this connection when possible, for 
instance with the redevelopment of the block between 4th Street SE 
and the Transitway. 

 The intersection of Bedford Street SE and University Avenue 
SE is a large, offset intersection near the Westgate station area, with 
a substantial amount of both vehicle and pedestrian traffic. It would 
be beneficial to realign the two parts of Bedford to create a regular 
intersection. That has not been possible to date due to the land uses 

Washington Huron intersection with light 
rail added 
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at each corner. However, if opportunities arise in the future to 
acquire the needed right of way, this would be a good project. 

 The intersections of 15th Avenue SE and the one way pair of 
University Avenue SE and 4th Street SE are on the extreme western 
edge of the study area, and largely outside the scope of this project. 
However, they are called out here as critical intersections due to the 
very high bicycle and pedestrian traffic and past conflicts with 
vehicle traffic. While no specific improvements are identified here, 
these should continue to be a priority for monitoring and safety 
upgrades as needed. 

 Granary Road, as indicated above, was the subject of a recent 
feasibility study. While the study did not make specific 
recommendations, the findings did indicate that the first phase, 
between 25th Avenue SE and the St Paul border, was the most 
viable segment, based on an analysis of costs and benefits. This plan 
affirms the value constructing a road in this segment of the corridor, 
for the purposes of economic development, connectivity of the 
network, and modest traffic relief on parallel routes including 
University Avenue SE. If there is to be an eastward connection into 
St Paul, that will require close coordination with St Paul to ensure 
the connection is appropriate and serves the needs of both cities. 

 
 
 
Freight Rail 
Freight rail corridors remain a significant presence in the study area. 
Mainlines and rail yards in and around SEMI are unlikely to change in any 
near-term scenario – and freight rail should be continue to be seen as an 
important function of that area.  

Light rail corridor design along Washington Avenue SE 
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However, there may be some changes to spur tracks, especially in response 
to the advancement of the Granary Road project. There is also the spur track 
east of Huron, which serves one industry. If this one was to change or move, 
there is a possibility this spur could be vacated and converted to another use, 
such as a trail connection. 

Transit 
The Central Corridor LRT is an obvious factor in this study. As construction 
is ongoing, the plan will just affirm that this is an important asset to the area 
and anticipate the positive addition it will be to the already multi-modal 
transportation network.  

Metro Transit is currently undertaking a route study to look at bus routes in 
proximity to the LRT corridor, to determine if there need to be any changes 
to planned services to better serve the area and integrate routes into a 
system. While results are still in the future, it is the hope they will balance 
the needs of both local and commuter transit riders efficiently and 
effectively, providing high quality, reliable transit options that further reduce 
reliance on automobile travel. 

Recommendations 
 
As a prelude to the parking recommendations it should be noted that these 
represent a menu of options for addressing parking concerns. It is not 
necessary to implement all of them, as many accomplish similar goals. 
Rather, these are designed to be flexible based on opportunities that emerge 
to address parking concerns. Additional parking tools and strategies are 
outlined in Appendix G. 
 
Parking – Short Term 
Segment 1: 

1. Work together to define needs for wayfinding signage to direct 
parkers to available “transient” stalls in the University’s four ramps 
and pedestrians to businesses. 

2. Work together to define needs for changeable message boards to 
notify parkers of available parking stalls in the ramps, especially 
during events.  

Segment 2: 

1. Install wayfinding signage to direct parkers to available “transient” 
stalls in the University’s two ramps and other surface lots.  

2. Install changeable message boards to notify parkers of available 
parking stalls in the ramps. 

3. Enter into discussions with owners of existing parking facilities to 
identify ways existing parking services might be modified to 
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facilitate higher turnover and cooperative arrangements with 
adjacent businesses.  

4. Investigate the feasibility of a parking validation program where the 
University sets aside a block of parking spaces for the exclusive use 
of business patrons, who will be able to validate their tickets with 
local businesses and to receive reduced rate parking. 

5. Investigate the feasibility of establishing reduced rates for business 
patrons that would go into effect during of-peak time periods. 

6. Implement additional parking meters on nearby streets as agreed 
upon by the City and the University. 

Segment 3: 

1. Implement stricter enforcement of the City’s ordinance on extended 
parking on 4th Street SE and tow violators. 

2. Consider adjusting the parking along the south side of 4th Street SE 
to be reconfigured for angle parking.  

3. Install parking meters along 4th Street SE between 23rd and 29th 
Avenue SE, or mark on-street stalls with consistent dimensions to 
maximize the number of available stalls. 

4. Establish time-limited critical parking around Glendale 
Townhomes, with exemptions for local residents who would be 
issued permits. 

Segment 4: 

1. Implement stricter enforcement of the City’s ordinance on extended 
parking on 4th Street SE and tow violators. 

2. Install meters along 4th Street SE between 29th Avenue SE and 
Malcolm Avenue SE, or mark on-street stalls with consistent 
dimensions to maximize the number of available stalls. 

3. Allow metered parking along 30th Avenue SE between University 
Avenue SE and 4th Street SE. Investigate the potential to implement 
angled parking on 30th Avenue SE. 

4. Allow metered parking on east side of Malcolm Ave SE between 
University Avenue SE and 5th Street SE. 

5. Where allowed, permit the development of temporary surface 
parking lots during the Central Corridor construction phase, though 
sites should eventually be redeveloped. 

Example of parking inventory element of 
study 
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Overall: 

1. Develop a consistent, universal signage directing motorists to public 
parking locations, and pedestrians to businesses and other 
attractions. 

2. Develop a web page that identifies available parking supplies in real 
time, or provide parking assistance to the public via phone or other 
automated system. 

3. Allow event day parking in privately owned parking lots, assuming 
proper permits and approvals are obtained. 

4. Businesses with off-street lots should ensure lots are visibly striped 
and if possible restriped for optimization and efficiency. 

5. Investigate the feasibility of converting weekday contract parking to 
public parking on weeknights and weekends. 

6. Install additional metered spaces in the study area per City of 
Minneapolis Public Works recommendations, with the concurrence 
of University of MN when metered spaces are abutting University 
property. 

7. Encourage shared parking arrangements between users when 
feasible to promote efficient parking utilization. 

8. For residential areas off the main transportation corridors, consider 
expansion of critical parking areas to provide more thorough 
coverage, preserving more spaces for residents, especially at peak 
demand times. 

9. Evaluate the possibility of off-peak on-street parking along 
University Avenue SE in the outside lane, if traffic volumes permit. 

Parking – Long Term 
Segment 2: 

1. As sites along Washington Avenue SE are redeveloped, integrate 
off-street parking with the redevelopment 

Segment 3: 

1. Allow metered parking on east side of Arthur Avenue SE between 
Sidney Place and University Avenue SE. 

2. Allow metered parking on 27th Avenue SE between University 
Avenue SE and 4th Street SE. 

Segment 4: 

Example of on street parking plan (from 
Dinkytown) 
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1. Consistent with mixed-use transit oriented development in Segment 
4, investigate the feasibility of centralized district parking facilities 
that serve uses within the immediate area. The physical 
design/layout of the integrated parking facilities should permit all 
uses in the redevelopment convenient, efficient, and safe access. 

Overall: 

1. Support the development of district parking strategies where 
feasible, to encourage efficient and convenient parking access in 
support of existing and new development. 

Other Transportation 
1. Once the LRT is in place, monitor traffic patterns and make 

necessarily modifications to signal timing and other traffic control 
devices to ensure safe, efficient flow of traffic in the area. 

2. Continue to prioritize improvements to transit and to 
bicycle/pedestrian facilities and accessibility as the main means to 
address growth in traffic congestion. 

3. Reconstruct 4th Street SE between 23rd Avenue SE and Malcolm 
Avenue SE, as well as connecting roads such as 30th Avenue SE. 
Add curb, sidewalk, boulevard and other streetscape elements, and 
consider incorporating innovative materials and stormwater 
management techniques. 

4. Consider improvements to key intersections and interchanges (e.g. 
Interstate 35W & University Avenue SE/4th Street SE and Huron 
Boulevard/Washington Avenue SE/University Avenue SE) to 
improve safety and traffic flow. 

5. Support the resurfacing or reconstruction of University Avenue SE 
between 25th Avenue SE and 29th Avenue SE, including potential 
upgrades to bicycle access and additional turn lanes where needed, 
while maintaining on street parking where possible. 

6. Support improvements for pedestrian and bicycle safety at key 
intersections throughout the area, including along 15th Avenue SE 
and Huron Boulevard. 

7. Monitor traffic and safety issues at East River Parkway intersections 
at Franklin Avenue SE/27th Avenue SE and Fulton Street SE, and 
make improvements to improve traffic flow and safety for vehicles 
and pedestrians. 

8. When feasible, pursue the realignment of the Bedford Street SE and 
University Avenue SE intersection to improve intersection 
geometry and safety. 

30th Avenue SE needs to be reconstructed 
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9. Pursue completion of the phase of Granary Road between 25th 
Avenue SE and the St Paul border, in support of system 
connectivity and economic development. 

10. Support the extensions of 27th Avenue SE and 29th Avenue SE north 
of University Avenue SE through to the future Granary Road 
alignment, including right-of-way acquisition when feasible. 
Consider possible extension options for 30th Avenue SE. 

11. Support the continuation of the mainline freight rail system as part 
of the overall transportation network. 

12. When it is possible to vacate rail spurs, use the resulting right-of-
way to improve overall connectivity for trails and green space 
and/or general traffic. 

13. Encourage the development of a transit system for the area that 
provides high quality, reliable, and frequent service for the range of 
travelers in the area, including both the local users and commuters. 

14. When needed, improve transit stops and access routes to ensure safe 
and convenient access by riders, including improvements to the 
stops near the Huron Boulevard/Interstate 94 interchange. 
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11. Implementation 
The following chapter outlines an implementation methodology for the Stadium Village University Avenue Station 
Area Plan and offers tools to assist the public and private sectors in the realization of the community vision for the 
neighborhood. After adoption by the City Council, the Plan will become a part of the City’s comprehensive plan.  
While many implementation strategies will be the responsibility of the City, most of the directives will take a 
cooperative effort over time to achieve from community organizations, the neighborhood institutions, and private 
developers and property owners. 

 The tables on the following pages outline initial ideas for how the recommendations in this Plan can begin to 
be realized. The table lists implementing agencies and timeframes for implementation, based on the following 
categories: Ongoing – These recommendations will be implemented on an ongoing basis, largely through 
regular planning and regulatory processes. 

 Short Term – It is expected that these can begin to be implemented within the next five years, though full 
implementation may take longer. Exact timing will depend on opportunities that arise, for instance new 
proposed development projects or availability of funding sources. 

 Medium Term – It is expected that these can begin to be implemented within the next ten years, though full 
implementation may take longer. Exact timing will depend on opportunities that arise, for instance new 
proposed development projects or availability of funding sources. 

 Long Term – It is expected that these projects will take more than ten years to be implemented. In most cases, 
this is due to complicated or expensive logistics associated with implementation. However, if opportunities to 
pursue these arise sooner, this does not preclude supporting them within a shorter time horizon.  

This long list of recommendations is not meant to convey an immediate obligation or intent to undertake all items at 
once. The implementation horizon for this plan is 20 years, though it will likely be revised before that time frame 
elapses. Resources are not readily available for all of these projects in the short term, so many will not proceed at once. 
However, having a plan in place allows the City and its partners to respond to opportunities as they emerge, and be 
proactive about making investments when the time is right. 

This list of recommendations can be used as a basis to track progress over time on plan implementation. More detailed 
work on developing an implementation strategy will follow plan adoption.  

Land Use 
For the most part, the recommendations for land use will be implemented as sites redevelop or property owners make 
improvements to structures and their surroundings. The City’s main tool for implementation will be the development 
review process, which provides community members and policymakers the opportunity to weigh in on specific land use 
and development changes in accordance with zoning regulations and existing policy direction. This plan will be the 
main policy tool used by city staff and policymakers in that decision-making process. 

The expected time frame for implementation of land use elements varies, based on the market analysis and 
development opportunities evaluated in Appendices D and E. The strength of the market suggests that private 
development will continue to be a primary driver for change in much of the study area, in addition to the Central 
Corridor project itself. 
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Recommendation Implementing Agencies Time Frame 
 

University Campus 
Apply the published Regent’s Boundary to guide future planning and 
expansion of campus activities and to convey to the broader 
community the University’s long term plans. 
  

U of M Ongoing 

Strategically site new University and University-affiliated 
development in locations where they will contribute to defining, 
consolidating and adding to the vibrancy of campus and the 
surrounding community. 

U of M Ongoing 

Design flexible learning, living, working, and gathering spaces to 
support community. 
 

U of M Ongoing 

Ensure that new development located at the campus’ edge conveys 
the institution’s image and physical identity, while acknowledging 
and respecting the adjacent urban environment. 
 

U of M Ongoing 

Work in partnership with the University and neighborhood through 
the development review process, to ensure that new development is 
generally consistent with City policy and regulations regarding land 
use, zoning, and related topics. 
 

U of M, CPED, 
neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

Stadium Village Commercial Core 
Encourage the development of multi-story mixed use development in 
the Stadium Village activity center, with active uses on the ground 
floor such as retail and services. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Short Term 

Support the diversification of retail and services available in the 
commercial area to meet needs of customers, while retaining the 
existing mix and character of current retail. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Short Term 

Encourage high density residential both within the commercial core 
areas on upper floors, and in surrounding areas, as designated on the 
future land use map. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Short Term 

Ensure that new development supports the pedestrian and transit 
oriented character of this area. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

Stadium Village Station Area 
Redevelopment at the intersection of Huron Boulevard, University 
Avenue and Washington Avenue should be designed as signature 
buildings and gateway into the Stadium Village station area. High 
density mixed use is appropriate for this area, and may include 
significant height. 
  

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Short Term 

Encourage the University to consider the importance of the sites 
immediately at the station platform in their future plans for 
development, taking advantage of the transit accessibility and high 
visibility in choosing the use. 
 

U of M, CPED, 
neighborhood 
organizations 

Medium Term 

Support through development the extension of the pedestrian-oriented CPED, neighborhood Medium Term 
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commercial core on Washington up towards the station platform and 
stadium. 
 

organizations 

University and 4th Corridors 
Encourage the development of medium to high density mixed-use 
development facing towards University Avenue SE on both sides, 
with transitions to a residential character and frontage on parallel 
streets at the rear of the sites. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Medium Term 

Encourage redevelopment of 4th Street SE as a primarily high density 
residential street with a range of housing types. Allow for a limited 
amount of mixed use, particularly around station areas, that 
complements the residential character. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Medium Term 

Support the development of the SEMI industrial area with new office 
and industrial uses, including research-based businesses that 
capitalize on proximity to the University’s Biomedical Discovery 
District. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Medium Term 

Prospect Park Station Area 
Support the redevelopment of this area with high density residential 
mixed use, with retail primarily fronting on University Avenue 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Medium Term 

Encourage a mix of uses that complements those in the Stadium 
Village commercial core and expands upon the options available. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Medium Term 

Continue to foster development of arts related businesses and 
destinations around the station area, as well as other destination-type 
facilities such as museums, libraries, and conference facilities. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Medium Term 

Investigate the feasibility of establishing a district parking system to 
serve parking needs of various uses in a centralized location, while 
discouraging the development of remote park and rides. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Medium Term 

Support development of office/industrial uses in the adjacent SEMI 
area and Hubbard site. Ensure uses are appropriately buffered from 
nearby residential, but also designed with the intent to be connected 
and accessible from residential areas and the station platform. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Medium Term 

Support the development of the SEMI area to accommodate uses 
compatible with the vision of a biomedical research park, building on 
the proximity to University research laboratories. 
 

CPED, U of M Long Term 

Work with St Paul to coordinate the vision and buildout around the 
Westgate station area. Encourage development of gateway features to 
mark this entrance to the city. 
 

CPED Medium Term 

Motley Residential Area 
Consistent with existing zoning and development guidance, support 
the redevelopment of the area with quality high density residential 
development that is compatible with the surrounding area. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Medium Term 

Where possible, maintain the historic character of the neighborhood 
area through both preservation and new development. 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 
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Work with the neighborhood and University regarding the edges 
between the campus and community, and support collaborative 
planning and development review around proposed projects. 
 

U of M, CPED, 
neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

Where possible, encourage development of a scale that allows for on-
site management and amenities. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

Encourage coordinated planning efforts between the University and 
the Motley area, based on the joint planning area designation in the 
campus master plan, to provide more detailed guidance for the area. 
 

CPED, U of M, 
neighborhood 
organizations 

Medium Term 

Huron Boulevard Corridor 
Generally speaking support high density residential development in 
this area. 
  

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Short Term 

Allow existing industrial uses to remain for as long as they wish to be 
there. When they leave, guide their locations for high density 
residential development. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

If the rail spur at some point is vacated, encourage the reconfiguration 
of development sites to be more efficient, while maintaining space for 
an intra-neighborhood trail connection. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Medium Term 

Encourage land uses along Huron to support a pedestrian oriented 
environment, balanced against heavy vehicle traffic flow, and 
acknowledging its role as a gateway to the area. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

 

Urban Design and Public Realm 
As described in Chapter 7, urban design and public realm guidance is relevant in both public and private spaces. As 
such, these recommendations will be implemented by both private development and public investment. The role of 
policy is to provide consistency and continuity, even as elements are completed at different times and in different 
places. Tools to implement this section will include the zoning code and other City regulations, capital improvement 
plans of various jurisdictions, and opportunities that emerge from land use changes or other projects.  

Environmental sustainability and green design are recurring themes in discussions of good urban design. There are 
additional resources available through the utility-supported Energy Innovation Corridor and in partnership with the City 
and University to encourage this, especially on the topic of energy efficiency. 

Appendix F provides extensive additional detail in support of implementation of public realm recommendations, 
including project scope and description, cost estimates with budget detail, and an extensive list of potential sources. 
The intent is that this will facilitate the ability to respond to opportunities to implement the plan by having project 
information readily available. 

Specifically in reference to streetscape improvements, it is anticipated that many of these will be completed in whole or 
in part via coordination with new private development projects – rather than as stand-alone capital projects. Bicycle 
project recommendations are largely are consistent with the adopted citywide bicycle plan, though this plan provides 
additional detail and options. Both of these also could be accomplished as part of planned street resurfacing or 
reconstruction projects. 
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Recommendation Implementing Agencies Time Frame 
 

Overall 
Preserve the unique character of the Prospect Park neighborhood, 
while encouraging growth and development in appropriate areas. 
 

U of M, CPED, 
neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

As the opportunities for infill development emerge, the new 
development should reinforce the urban pattern by extending the 
street grid and placing buildings to define the streets and enhance 
pedestrian walkability. 
 

CPED, U of M, 
neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

Where possible, preserve and/or rehabilitate historic properties and 
districts in the study area, including the Greek Letter District, the 
potential Prospect Park residential historic district, historic industrial 
properties in SEMI, and other structures. Ensure that proposed 
modifications to historic properties proceed through appropriate City 
review processes. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

Promote sustainable building practices and site design through 
energy efficient design, sustainable materials, and ecological 
landscaping and design. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

When possible, reuse underutilized public right-of-way for open 
space, improved bicycle/pedestrian connectivity, or redevelopment. 
Appropriate use will depend on the size and location of the property. 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

Encourage appropriate buffering and transitions between adjacent 
uses, including evaluation of shadowing by tall buildings of nearby 
properties. 

CPED Ongoing 

Pedestrian 
Allow for safe, comfortable, and inviting pedestrian activity along 
the street to and from the light rail stations to the adjacent 
neighborhoods and campus. 
 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

Improve intersections to provide safe and accessible areas for 
pedestrian and bicycle crossings. These intersections may include 
alternative paving treatments, improved signalization, signage and 
other traffic calming techniques. 
 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

Provide new sidewalk connections along 4th Street SE, 29th Avenue 
SE, Malcolm Avenue and 25th Avenue SE. 
 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

Provide improved sidewalk connections along Huron Boulevard, 
27th Avenue SE, Essex Street SE, 25th Avenue SE, 26th Avenue SE, 
and Harvard Street SE. 
 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

Provide new multi-use trail link along railroad ROW between Huron 
Boulevard and 27th Avenue SE and at the intersection of 29th 
Avenue/University Avenue into the Prospect Park neighborhood. 
 

CPED, Public Works Medium Term 

When possible, provide dedicated public pedestrian access between 
27th Avenue SE and Huron Boulevard east of Fulton Street SE, as 

CPED, Public Works Long Term 
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well as emergency access to development in this area 
 
Provide a minimum of 8 foot wide sidewalks throughout the corridor 
where feasible. 
 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

Incorporate streetscape elements such as more street trees, planters, 
monuments, public art, kiosks and benches to create a more inviting 
and comfortable sidewalk environment and promote more sidewalk 
activity. 
 

CPED, Public Works, 
business associations 

Ongoing 

Sidewalk bump outs are also recommended where possible to 
decrease cross walk distances, moderate vehicular speeds, provide 
more sidewalk space for large numbers of pedestrians waiting to 
cross streets, and to define parking bays. 
 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

Bicycle 
Improve connections at the edges of the station areas to facilitate 
bicycle travel to adjacent neighborhoods, the broader campus area 
and regional bicycle facilities. 
 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

Include provisions for bicycle facilities and improved infrastructure. 
This should be included at or near the Stadium Village and Prospect 
Park light rail stations. This may include bicycle racks, bicycle 
lockers, and/or other amenities to promote bicycle circulation to and 
from the light rail. 
 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

Improve the connections and facilities along 27th Avenue SE to 
reinforce the “missing link” of the Grand Rounds. 
 

CPED, Public Works, 
MPRB 

Medium Term 

Provide on street bike route along 4th Street SE to connect 23rd 
Avenue SE to Malcolm Avenue SE. 
 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

Provide a north to south pedestrian and bicycle links to the future 
Granary Road along 25th Avenue SE, 27th Avenue SE, 29thAvenue 
SE. and Malcolm Avenue. 
 

CPED, Public Works Long Term 

Provide improved on-street bicycle route along 26th Avenue SE 
from Essex Street to University Avenue. 
 

CPED, Public Works Medium Term 

Provide improved on-street bicycle route along University Avenue 
from 25th Avenue SE to 29th Avenue SE. 
 

CPED, Public Works Medium Term 

Provide improved on-street bicycle route along Essex Street from 
Huron Boulevard to the Luxton Park area. 
 

CPED, Public Works Medium Term 

Encourage improved bicycle connections through the University 
campus, both east-west and north south, particularly those linking 
the Stadium Village station area to the campus core. 
 

U of M, CPED, Public 
Works 

Ongoing 

Work with St Paul to develop continuous bicycle connections across 
the city boundary that serve the area and the light rail stations. 
 

CPED, Public Works Medium Term 

Public Open Space, Parks, and Plazas 
Where feasible, encourage the development of several small urban CPED, neighborhood Ongoing 
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gathering places/green spaces along 27th Avenue SE, 29th Avenue 
SE, Huron Boulevard, Washington Avenue SE, University Avenue 
and 4th Street SE. 
 

organizations 

Encourage the development of several small neighborhood 
park/amphitheater spots along University Avenue at Tower Park. 
 

MPRB, CPED Medium Term 

Create a new festival plaza adjacent to the TCF Stadium at the 
northwest corner of University Avenue and 23rd Avenue SE. 
 

U of M Medium Term 

Create a “convertible street” plaza along the extension of 
Washington Avenue to University Avenue. This space will provide 
for normal traffic operations for a majority of the time but can be 
closed for programmed community/ University events. 
 

CPED, Public Works Short Term 

Where existing sidewalks are less than 10 feet wide, encourage new 
buildings to be set bank a minimum of 5-6 feet (within the frontage 
zone) when possible, to create wider sidewalks for outdoor seating 
and streetscape amenities. 
 

CPED Ongoing 

Create a wayfinding system for the station areas, public transit, 
businesses, parks, and University of Minnesota campus that is not 
only informative but also contributes to the area’s design character. 
 

U of M, CPED, Public 
Works 

Ongoing 

Work with University in Stadium Village area to better utilize 
existing network of green space. 
 

U of M, CPED Ongoing 

Support the development of an interconnected system of public and 
private open spaces, to extend the public realm and enhance the 
appearance and livability of the area. 
 

CPED, U of M, MPRB, 
neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

Green Infrastructure 
Green corridors should be developed on all side streets connecting to 
the LRT route and primary street corridors (4th Street SE, University 
Avenue, 25th Avenue SE, 27th Avenue SE, 29th Avenue SE and 
Huron Boulevard).  The green corridors will be developed with street 
tree plantings, sustainable infrastructure projects, streetscape 
enhancements and public art projects. 
 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

Enhance the “urban forest” with trees, understory plantings, and 
above ground planting areas. Plant appropriate species of trees, 
based on size and location of site, presence of power lines, and other 
relevant factors. 
 

CPED, Public Works, 
MPRB 

Ongoing 

Define opportunities for stormwater management, both as part of 
new development and as retrofits, that integrates functionality 
attractively and efficiently into the public realm. Ensure that these 
facilities do not compromise the accessibility of the sidewalk. 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

Public Safety 
Continue to support adequate public safety staffing and coverage 
through both the City and University to address public safety 
concerns in the area 
 

Public Safety Ongoing 
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Promote the concepts of Crime Prevention Through Environmental 
Design (CPTED) in urban design to enhance the safety of the public 
realm, in both public and private development projects 
 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

 

Housing 
As described in Chapter 8, the private market is largely driving housing development at this point. However, public 
efforts will still impact the housing market in several ways. Like all land uses, it is influenced through the development 
review process and City regulations. The heaviest involvement will be in the development of affordable housing, which 
is unlikely (due to high land costs) to happen independently. Additionally, other forms of subsidy and involvement can 
help shape the housing that is developed, thereby supporting neighborhood goals.  

By way of clarification, this does not mean that affordable housing is the primary housing goal –just that, by definition, 
it will have more public involvement that market rate housing, which is typically constructed with little or no subsidy 
by the private sector. A range of housing types should be encouraged, to meet the needs of a variety of people who 
wish to live in the area. 

There are several existing channels through which implementation can happen. One is through the existing housing 
programs administered at various levels and facilitated through the CPED Housing Division. Another is community-
based partnerships, including the one formed through the Big Picture Project planning process. The Metropolitan 
Council has gotten involved in helping to define housing goals and policies along existing and planned light rail lines, 
recognizing the need to support the infrastructure investment with investments in transit oriented development. 

The housing market dynamics will almost certainly shift in the coming years. However, these general policies are 
designed to address long range goals, regardless of market conditions. 

Recommendation Implementing Agencies Time Frame 
 

Encourage the development of a variety of residential types to serve 
the diversity of people who live and/or work in the area, with a mix 
of affordability levels, unit types, ownership and rental, amenities, 
and other characteristics. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

Encourage the development of long term affordable workforce 
housing to accommodate people wanting to live near their work. 
 

CPED, County Medium Term 

Encourage the development of higher density housing close to the 
University campus, along major corridors, and at transit station 
areas. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Short Term 

Support the maintenance of the Prospect Park low/medium density 
residential core, with higher density residential uses in areas closer to 
campus, along major corridors, and in designated land use features. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

Support the identification and allocation of additional resources for 
transit oriented housing and mixed use development, including 
affordable housing. 
 

CPED, County Ongoing 

Support policies and initiatives that help to stabilize and strengthen 
existing residential neighborhoods through resources for regulatory 
enforcement and investment in housing stock. 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 
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Continue to support the presence of Glendale Townhomes, and 
encourage the MPHA to invest in the property as needed to meet the 
needs of its residents. 
 

MPHA, CPED Ongoing 

Continue to work with the University regarding strategies and 
approaches for accommodating students, faculty, and staff near 
campus in a way that is sustainable and strengthens neighborhoods. 
 

U of M, CPED, 
neighborhood 
organizations 

Ongoing 

Encourage high quality construction in new housing projects, with 
durable structure, materials, and finishes. 

CPED Ongoing 

 

Economic Development 
As with housing, economic development of some parts of the area is already happening unaided. There is a surplus of 
demand for various retail and service uses near Stadium Village, with the main limiting factor being land availability. 
Implementation in such areas mainly focuses on guiding the market, assisting with parking and wayfinding issues 
where needed. 

Economic development in other areas is likely to need more direct public involvement. The main example of this is 
SEMI, where the research park vision still is dependent on the buildout of transportation and stormwater infrastructure, 
as well as needed investments in site cleanup and preparation. This area will continue to need ongoing effort to prepare 
it to reach its potential as a research park. 

Commercial areas along University Avenue and around the Prospect Park station area have been less robust than those 
closer to campus. Some assistance may be needed to ensure these areas grow and thrive. This may especially be true 
around the Prospect Park station, where the vision is to encourage an arts and cultural presence. 

In the near term, there will continue to be need for assistance through the CCLRT construction process. But as that is 
already well underway, thoughts are shifting towards a longer term vision for how businesses will thrive once the line 
is complete in 2014.  

Recommendation Implementing Agencies Time Frame 
 

Retail and Services 
In the near term, help to mitigate against any negative impacts from 
Central Corridor construction on area businesses, and help prepare 
them to be successful once the line is open. 
 

CPED, CCPO, Business 
Resource Collaborative 

Short Term 

Support the growth and extension of the pedestrian oriented retail 
district around the Stadium Village commercial core, especially 
within the activity center and towards the station. 
 

CPED, business 
associations 

Short Term 

Encourage the development of a variety of goods and services to 
serve the needs of area residents, students, employees, and visitors. 
 

CPED, business 
associations 

Ongoing 

Support the development of wayfinding and parking strategies that 
make accessing commercial areas easier and more convenient. 
 

CPED, Public Works, U of 
M, business associations 

Short Term 

Encourage the development of retail and service uses along 
University Avenue SE, at the Prospect Park station, and at the 
Bedford Street SE and University Avenue SE neighborhood 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations, business 
associations 

Medium Term 
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commercial node, complementing the development at the Stadium 
Village station. 
 
Support a mix of local and chain businesses, to provide for a range of 
needs while retaining the diversity and unique identity of this area 
and its business district. 
 

CPED, business 
associations 

Ongoing 

Office and Industrial 
Support the redevelopment of the SEMI area with new office and 
light industrial development that complements University research 
facilities, through infrastructure investments, support for site cleanup 
and preparation, and other means. Uses may include biomedical 
research, technology transfer, and other related industries. 
 

CPED, Public Works Medium Term 

Support the location of high value, job creating industrial and office 
uses within the area.  
 

CPED, business 
associations 

Medium Term 

Encourage the development of office space in commercial districts 
where appropriate, including professional and specialty offices. 
 

CPED, business 
associations 

Medium Term 

If industrial or office uses are displaced by redevelopment, assist 
them in finding appropriate alternative locations within the city when 
possible. 
 

CPED, business 
associations 

Ongoing 

 

Parking and Transportation 
As the parking study suggested, implementation of parking solutions depends in large part on managing the existing 
parking supply more efficiently and effectively. New parking will have to be added with new development, of course. 
However, the quantity should be informed by increased accessibility of transit with its power to limit dependence on 
automobiles. 

On parking recommendations in particular: to meet parking demand, it may not be necessary to implement all or even a 
majority of the recommended actions. They are provided largely as a range of options to pursue, based on need and on 
opportunities and situations that may arise. The focus of the area is not on maximizing parking, but rather managing the 
supply efficiently to provide a needed option as part of a larger multimodal approach. 

Many public entities have authority over transportation elements in the Stadium Village area.  Roads are either owned 
by Hennepin County or the City of Minneapolis, the Metropolitan Council and Metro Transit are responsible for the 
bus and LRT lines and the University of Minnesota has authority over roads, bicycle paths, and sidewalks within its 
campus.  Because of this complicated system of ownership and management, all parties will need to work in 
partnership to implement the transportation recommendations.  From the public side, the primary implementation tool 
for infrastructure improvements are capital improvement plans.  Federal, state, and local grants may also be a 
possibility should an opportunity for funding become available. 

Implementation of this plan will include identifying these projects and seeking appropriate funding, either through the 
capital improvements process, public/private partnerships, general City funds, grant programs, or other sources. 

The implementation of parking recommendations listed is anticipated to be primarily through three primary strategies: 
(1) coordination with the University around the management of their facilities; (2) ongoing City work on regulating on 
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street and other public parking, and (3) through working with individual property owners through both the development 
review and business assistance processes. 

The implementation of other transportation recommendations is more in the form of capital projects. Some of the major 
ones are outlined below: 

 

 

Recommendation Implementing Agencies Time Frame 
 

Parking – Short Term 
Segment 1   
Work together to define needs for wayfinding signage to direct 
parkers to available “transient” stalls in the University’s four ramps 
and pedestrians to businesses. 
 

U of M, CPED, Public 
Works, business 
associations 

Short Term 

Work together to define needs for changeable message boards to 
notify parkers of available parking stalls in the ramps, especially 
during events. 

U of M, CPED, Public 
Works, business 
associations 

Short Term 

Segment 2   
Install wayfinding signage to direct parkers to available “transient” 
stalls in the University’s two ramps and other surface lots. 
 

U of M, CPED, Public 
Works, business 
associations 

Short Term 

Install changeable message boards to notify parkers of available 
parking stalls in the ramps. 
 

U of M, CPED, Public 
Works 

Short Term 

Enter into discussions with owners of existing parking facilities to 
identify ways existing parking services might be modified to 
facilitate higher turnover and cooperative arrangements with 
adjacent businesses. 
 

CPED, Public Works, 
business associations 

Short Term 

Investigate the feasibility of a parking validation program where the 
University sets aside a block of parking spaces for the exclusive use 
of business patrons, who will be able to validate their tickets with 
local businesses and to receive reduced rate parking. 
 

U of M, CPED, Public 
Works, business 
associations 

Short Term 

Investigate the feasibility of establishing reduced rates for business 
patrons that would go into effect during of-peak time periods. 
 

U of M, CPED, Public 
Works, business 
associations 

Short Term 

Implement additional parking meters on nearby streets as agreed 
upon by the City and the University. 

U of M, CPED, Public 
Works 

Short Term 

Segment 3   
Implement stricter enforcement of the City’s ordinance on extended 
parking on 4th Street SE and tow violators. 
 

CPED, Public Works, 
Regulatory Services 

Short Term 

Consider adjusting the parking along the south side of 4th Street SE 
to be reconfigured for angle parking. 
 

CPED, Public Works Short Term 

Install parking meters along 4th Street SE between 23rd and 29th 
Avenue SE, or mark on-street stalls with consistent dimensions to 
maximize the number of available stalls. 

CPED, Public Works Short Term 
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Establish time-limited critical parking around Glendale Townhomes, 
with exemptions for local residents who would be issued permits. 
 

CPED, Public Works, 
neighborhood 
organizations 

Short Term 

Segment 4   
Implement stricter enforcement of the City’s ordinance on extended 
parking on 4th Street SE and tow violators. 
 

CPED, Public Works, 
Regulatory Services 

Short Term 

Install meters along 4th Street SE between 29th Avenue SE and 
Malcolm Avenue SE, or mark on-street stalls with consistent 
dimensions to maximize the number of available stalls. 
 

CPED, Public Works Short Term 

Allow metered parking along 30th Avenue SE between University 
Avenue SE and 4th Street SE. Investigate the potential to implement 
angled parking on 30th Avenue SE. 
 

CPED, Public Works Short Term 

Allow metered parking on east side of Malcolm Ave SE between 
University Avenue SE and 5th Street SE. 
 

CPED, Public Works Short Term 

Where allowed, permit the development of temporary surface 
parking lots during the Central Corridor construction phase, though 
sites should eventually be redeveloped. 
 

CPED, Public Works Short Term 

Overall   
Develop a consistent, universal signage directing motorists to public 
parking locations, and pedestrians to businesses and other attractions. 
 

U of M, CPED, Public 
Works, business 
associations 

Short Term 

Develop a web page that identifies available parking supplies in real 
time, or provide parking assistance to the public via phone or other 
automated system. 
 

U of M, CPED, Public 
Works 

Short Term 

Allow event day parking in privately owned parking lots, assuming 
proper permits and approvals are obtained. 
 

CPED, Public Works, 
business associations 

Short Term 

Businesses with off-street lots should ensure lots are visibly striped 
and if possible restriped for optimization and efficiency. 
 

CPED, Public Works, 
business associations 

Short Term 

Investigate the feasibility of converting weekday contract parking to 
public parking on weeknights and weekends. 
 

U of M Short Term 

Install additional metered spaces in the study area per City of 
Minneapolis Public Works recommendations, with the concurrence 
of University of MN when metered spaces are abutting University 
property. 
 

CPED, Public Works Short Term 

Encourage shared parking arrangements between users to support 
efficient parking utilization. 
 

CPED, Public Works, 
business associations 

Short Term 

For residential areas off the main transportation corridors, consider 
expansion of critical parking areas to provide more thorough 
coverage, preserving more spaces for residents, especially at peak 
demand times. 

CPED, Public Works, 
neighborhood association 

Short Term 

Evaluate the possibility of off-peak on-street parking along 
University Avenue SE in the outside lane, if traffic volumes permit. 

CPED, Public Works Medium Term 
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Parking – Long Term 
Segment 2   
As sites along Washington Avenue SE are redeveloped, integrate 
off-street parking with the redevelopment. 
 

CPED, Public Works Ongoing 

Segment 3   
Allow metered parking on east side of Arthur Avenue SE between 
Sidney Place and University Avenue SE. 
 

CPED, Public Works Medium Term 

Allow metered parking on 27th Avenue SE between University 
Avenue SE and 4th Street SE. 
 

CPED, Public Works Medium Term 

Segment 4   
Consistent with mixed-use transit oriented development in Segment 
4, investigate the feasibility of centralized district parking facilities 
that serve uses within the immediate area. The physical design/layout 
of the integrated parking facilities should permit all uses in the 
redevelopment convenient, efficient, and safe access. 
 

CPED, Public Works, 
neighborhood 
organizations, business 
associations 

Medium Term 

Overall   
Support the development of district parking strategies where 
feasible, to encourage efficient and convenient parking access in 
support of existing and new development. 
 

CPED, neighborhood 
organizations, business 
associations 

Medium Term 

Other Transportation   
Once the LRT is in place, monitor traffic patterns and make 
necessarily modifications to signal timing and other traffic control 
devices to ensure safe, efficient flow of traffic in the area. 
 

Public Works Short Term 

Continue to prioritize improvements to transit and to 
bicycle/pedestrian facilities and accessibility as the main means to 
address growth in traffic congestion. 
 

Public Works, Metro 
Transit 

Ongoing 

Reconstruct 4th Street SE between 23rd Avenue SE and Malcolm 
Avenue SE, as well as connecting roads such as 30th Avenue SE. 
Add curb, sidewalk, boulevard and other streetscape elements, and 
consider incorporating innovative materials and stormwater 
management techniques. 
 

Public Works Medium Term 

Consider improvements to key intersections and interchanges (e.g. 
Interstate 35W & University Avenue SE/4th Street SE and Huron 
Boulevard/Washington Avenue SE/University Avenue SE) to 
improve safety and traffic flow. 
 

Public Works Long Term 

Support the resurfacing or reconstruction of University Avenue SE 
between 25th Avenue SE and 29th Avenue SE, including potential 
upgrades to bicycle access and additional turn lanes where needed, 
while maintaining on street parking where possible. 
 

Public Works Medium Term 

Support improvements for pedestrian and bicycle safety at key 
intersections throughout the area, including along 15th Avenue SE 
and Huron Boulevard. 
 

Public Works Ongoing 
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Monitor traffic and safety issues at East River Parkway intersections 
at Franklin Avenue SE/27th Avenue SE and Fulton Street SE, and 
make improvements to improve traffic flow and safety for vehicles 
and pedestrians. 
 

Public Works, Hennepin 
County, MPRB 

Short Term 

When feasible, pursue the realignment of the Bedford Street SE and 
University Avenue SE intersection to improve intersection geometry 
and safety. 
 

Public Works Long Term 

Pursue completion of the phase of Granary Road between 25th 
Avenue SE and the St Paul border, in support of system connectivity 
and economic development. 
 

CPED, Public Works Long Term 

Support the extensions of 27th Avenue SE and 29th Avenue SE 
north of University Avenue SE through to the future Granary Road 
alignment, including right-of-way acquisition when feasible. 
Consider possible extension options for 30th Avenue SE. 
 

CPED, Public Works Long Term 

Support the continuation of the mainline freight rail system as part of 
the overall transportation network. 
 

Public Works, railroads Ongoing 

When it is possible to vacate rail spurs, use the resulting right-of-way 
to improve overall connectivity for trails and green space and/or 
general traffic. 
 

Public Works, CPED, 
MPRB 

Medium Term 

Encourage the development of a transit system for the area that 
provides high quality, reliable, and frequent service for the range of 
travelers in the area, including both local users and commuters. 
 

Metro Transit, Public 
Works 

Ongoing 

When needed, improve transit stops and access routes to ensure safe 
and convenient access by riders, including improvements to the stops 
near the Huron Boulevard/Interstate 94 interchange 
 

Metro Transit, Public 
Works 

Ongoing 

 

Priorities for Implementation 
 

As noted above, the intent is that many of the recommendations here will likely be implemented based on opportunities 
as they arise. This is possible due to the fact this area is dynamic and growing, with significant investment from the 
private sector – as opposed to an area where stagnation or decline would require the public to take the lead. 

However, it is worth calling out some top priorities for implementation, to identify where effort should be focused and 
resources directed. The ones below were identified as high priority through the planning process: 

Land Use 

• Management of the University of Minnesota campus edge, including joint planning where appropriate for 
areas with shared interest and/or ownership. This recommendation, outlined in the University’s Campus 
Master Plan, will require ongoing collaboration between the City, University, neighborhood, and other 
stakeholders. 
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• Direction of high density transit oriented mixed use development to designated areas in centers and 
corridors and at transit stations, with special attention to key intersections and gateways. This is already 
supported by multiple layers of City policy, and is in the process of being implemented through private 
development projects. 

Urban Design and Public Realm 

• Reconstruction of 4th Street SE with new streetscape and layout between 23rd Avenue SE and Malcolm 
Ave SE, to set the stage for new growth. This street serves both the Stadium Village and Prospect Park 
station areas, and is currently a deteriorated industrial street with segments lacking sidewalks, curbing, 
boulevard, and other basic streetscape elements. Due to the synergy with development, there are several 
possible options for funding this project. 

• New and improved bicycle and pedestrian connections where needed, especially around the Stadium 
Village station area. Some of these are already underway through the City, and others are in adopted plans. 
This study provides more detail and options to assist with implementation. 

• Enhanced streetscape on main bicycle and pedestrian corridors. It is anticipated that this will happen in 
coordination with new development projects and/or the resurfacing and reconstruction of streets, rather 
than primarily as stand-alone projects. However, this plan also provides basic information needed to take 
advantage of other funding opportunities as they are identified. 

Housing 

• Accommodation of a range of housing options and types to reflect the diversity of housing needs in the 
area. This is an ongoing goal and priority of numerous groups in the area, including the University District 
Alliance, and will be implemented in a range of ways, from the development review process to support for 
quality new development. Additional regulatory adjustments may be needed to ensure the requirements for 
development incentivize high quality development that meets the diverse needs of the area. This would be 
a possible further area of study after the plan is adopted. 

• Support for additional affordable workforce housing options for people to live near where they work. The 
Big Picture Project, described in the Housing Chapter, provides a structure for assisting with this, in 
addition to the work being done through CPED Housing. 

Economic Development 

• Support for a mix of retail and services, both supporting existing businesses and adding new ones. Again, 
this is largely being accomplished through existing development review and business assistance programs. 
The market study in this plan provides additional information on underserved market niches. 

• Development of the SEMI area into a research park that fully complements the University’s biomedical 
discovery district. This reiterates the goal of previous plans. The time frame for this may be farther out 
than others due to the complexity of project logistics and the current state of the office/industrial market, 
but it remains a priority. 

Parking and Transportation 

• Better utilization of existing parking resources, including on street meters, space in University ramps, and 
potential to share private parking lots. The University will take the lead on this in the area closest to 
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campus, with the City taking the lead in other areas. Some of this work is already ongoing, and will 
continue, particularly with the completion of the Central Corridor and additional private development. 

• Accommodation of future parking demand in the context of multi-modal transportation options. This will 
continue to be a challenge. Additional regulatory work may be needed to adjust parking requirements and 
regulations to shifting conditions in the study area, once the plan is adopted. 

 


